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Travis
leaving
KROF
position

Water Woes

•Obligations
to work cited for
his departure

MSU grad
enjoying
career as
illustrator

Beshear,
Special
TOM BERRY Locipor a Timers

Heavy rains from a thunderstorm that passed through Murray Thursday morning threatened to flood city streets and county roadways. Above, accumulated rainwater drains
along South 16th Street at Glendale Road. Water was reported over roadways in several areas, but no iniuries. stranded motorists or other problems were reported

He said his favorite subjects
to draw are cars, people and

Gandhi)" The 11111.1thOt is Brigitte

horses

Benchimol of Los Angeles.
According to Adams, his
mother was a librarian and
sparked his appreciation of
books. -Most everything I

In addition to the book being
released in Apnl, his most current project "King for a Day" is

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County remain under
a severe thunderstorm-flash flooding watch
today as a storm front continues to move
through the area dumping up to six inches of
rain across western Kentucky.
The National Weather Service in Paducah
issued flash flood warnings for the entire
western Kentucky area on Thursday including
Calloway County; however the county has
been downgraded to a "hazardous outlook"
situation for Friday. Another possible thunder-

storm is expected before I p m today and residents are warned to be aware of the possibility of flooding streets and roadways. There
remains a 40 percent chance of additional rain
tonight.
According to NWS officials, accumulated
rainfall across western Kentucky is expected
to total 2-5 inches with some areas of southeast Missoun and western Kentucky likely to
see 6 inches or more.
-The last thing we need is more rain of any

GREG TRAVIS,' Ledger & Ilmea File Photo

Construction on the new Murray State University Public
Safety Department has been hampered by recent rain.
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Author and illustrator Mark Wayne Adams recently presented
programs at East and Southwest elementary schools. He is
pictured above with Claire Dixon, a second grade student at
East Elementary.

Rain slows Murray State construction projects
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Pictured is the cover of
Adams newest book "Good
NightMart,."

Rain soaks county, region

•See Page 3A

MEM

learned about drawing and writing came from a library book
After earning a BFA degree in
drawing, I moved to Clermont,
Fla., where I worked for Walt
Disney World, SeaWorld and
managed a commercial printing
company. This experience created a one-man publishing company. For the past four years
I've been presenting to schools,
publishing
books
and
Illustrating other titles."

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
ark Wayne Adams, a
1993' graduate
of
Murray
State
University, spoke to classes at
Calloway County's East and
Southwest elementary schools
this week on the subjects of
reading, writing and illustration. Adams featured his first
two books, "Miss Mary's
Missing Book (2004)" and
-Good NightMare (2007)" at
the presentations.
He is currently awaiting the
release of a new book which
includes his illustrations and
design. The 60-page book is
scheduled to be released in midApril, and its title is 'Jaclyn and
the Magic Bubble, I Met

M

•See Page 2A

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Steve Beshear
warned Kentucky lawmakers Thursday he may call
them back
to
the
Capitol for
a special
session if
the state's
economy
keeps
worsening.
Boehm"
The
General Assembly just
wrapped up days of long
negotiations on a proposed
two-year. $19 billion spend-

Y i2071

•Adams shares
talent with local
students during
special programs

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
After serving on the Kentucky
Board of Education for 10
years, Keith Travis has sent his
letter of resignation to Gov.
Steve Beshear
citing personal
employment
obligations
the
with
Murray-Calloway County
Travis
Hospital as his
reason
for
resigning.
Travis, who served as
MCCH's vice president of
human resources for nearly four
years, has recently been made

session
possible

lideresy,

Wiggle

WEATHER

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Construction on several Murray State University
projects is moving along slowly due to the amount
of rain the area has been doused with over the past
several days and the lagging budget from
Frankfort.
"The rain has effected every single thing we've
done," said Kim Oatrnan, director of facility
design and construction.
Despite the rain, plans are moving forward and
several are waiting for approval of funds from the
state government.
Science Complex
Construction on the chemistry building is on
hold. Oatman said, until funding is approved from
the state.
According to MSU President, Dr. Randy Dunn,
language in the budget will allow the university to

use 2006 state appropnations to
complete construction.
Richmond College
Bids for construction on the
new Richmond College went out
in late January and came hack
over budget, said Oatman.
The project is going through a
re-evaluation phase where thiags
Cietmen
are being cut out and readjusted
to lower the price to stay within the budget.
Once that process is completed, construction
will start in May.
An additional $I.9 million in funding has been
requested and, according to Dunn, is believed to
be included in the state budget. The money will

•See Page 2A

Marchers prepare
to horror king on
annimary of
his assassination
/3y WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MEMPRLS,Thin.(AP)—
On the 40th anniversary of
his assassination, the Rev
Martin Luther King Jr. is to
be honored as a champion of
peace in the city where he
died.
"Here was a man who
understood nonviolence at a

•See Page 2A
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From Front
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III King anniversary ...
From Front

depth that I had never known
in the form of bond Issuance
before," said C.T. Vivian. a forPublic Safety Building
Initially the building had a projected completion date of mer King associate.
Presidential candidates, civil
November but Getman said it has been moved to December due to
weather delays. Getman said although the weather has impaired rights leaders, labor activists
and thousands of citizens were
progress, they are still moving on.
The foundations of the building are being constructed and by May expected to come together
Friday in Memphis to honor
or June, the public will begin seeing a structure taking shape.
King for his devotion to racial
16th Street Parking Lot
With an expected completion date of Aug. 15, "right in time for equality and economic justice.
—The whole nation flinched"
the fall semester", Getman said it all depends on the weather.
when King was killed by a rifle
One hundred and ninety-one parting spots will become available
shot on April 4, 1%8, said
in the space where the old Boy Scouts Museum was located and an
writer Cynthia Griggs Fleming,
additional 43 spaces may be available depending on funding, said
one of the many historians,
Getman.
commentators and activists in
The added phase of construction is contingent upon bids coming
town for panel discussions and
in and funding.
lectures on King's legacy.
The two parking lots would be divided by the big slope.
King advised his followers to
Getman said a large strip of old hardwood trees are being left.
keep working for equal rights
Franklin College
for all citizens, "to keep on
According to Dunn, the state budget language looks as tilt will moving," no matter what obstaallow an agency bond project for the construction of a new Franklin cles they faced, Fleming said in
College. Until then, Getman said planning for the college is on a talk Thursday at a Memphis
hold.
church.
Soccer Lockers
"Don't be so consumed by the
A 2,472 square foot soccer and tennis locker MOIMS being con- pain that you don't hear the
structed on the corner of Cutchin Field. The building will include a message," she said.
locker room, showers, lockers and lounge for the soccer players and
candidates
Presidential
lockers and showers for tennis players.
Hillary Clinton and John
The building was projected to be completed Aug. I but has been McCain were scheduled to take
delayed due to weather.
part in the anniversary day
Prior to the construction of the lockers, players were using the events that were to include a
"recommitment march- through
locker rooms in Cutchin Fieldhouse.
Memphis and the laying of
Recycling Center at North Farm
A barn used for feed mixing on the North Farm is being convert- wreaths at the site of King's
ed into a recycling center. A new barn at the West Farm will be con- assassination. Sen. Barack
°barna will be campaigning in
structed for mixing feed
Oatman said the project recently went out to bid with an anticipat- Indiana.
King was cut down on the baled completion date of November 2008.
cony of the Lorraine Motel
Roof Replacement
Roofs are in the process of being replaced on Elizabeth. Regents while helping organize a strike
and White Colleges. Elizabeth is completed and White is halfway by Memphis sanitation workers,
then some of the poorest of the
done, Getman said. After White, workers will move to Regents.
city's working poor.
-The rain has slowed them down,- said Getman. "If it weren't for
The National Civil Rights
the rain, we'd be done."
Museum opened in 1991 at the
The project will be finished in May.
fanner motel, which now holds
collie

care
Sara Butler PA-C
Sara Butler PA-C, is an important new member of our staff at Primary Care
Merliccl Center.
Sara is a graduate of Bethel College in McKenzie, Tennessee and Clearwater
Christian College in Clearwater, Florida. As a Physician Assistant, she is trained
to provide care for patients of all ages
Sara is a member of the American Academy of Physcian Assistants and the
Tennessee Academy of Physician Assistants.
She .s seeing patients at Primary Care
Medical Center at the corner of 12th
Street & Glendale.

Primary11
Care
W
MICA COMEN
Mon .Fri:
Sam- Spm
Saturday:

8am - 6pm
Sunday:
1 - 6pm

most of the exhibits tracing the
history of America's struggle
for equal rights The museum
also encompasses the flophouse
across the street from which
confessed killer James Earl Ray
admitted firing the fatal shot.
Ray died in prison in 1998.
King was a champion of nonviolent protest for social
change, and his writings and
speeches still stir older followers and new ones alike, said
Vivian, who helped organize
lunch-counter
sit-ins
in
Nashville in 1960 and rode on a
"freedom
bus"
through
Mississippi.
"The world still listens to
Martin," he said "There are
people who didn't reach for him
then who reach for him now.
They want to know this man.
What did he say? What did he
think?"
Other tributes were being held
around the country. In Congress,
House and Senate leaders and
lawmakers who once worked
with the civil rights leader
marked the anniversary with a
tribute Thursday in the Capitol's
Statuary Hall.
"Because of the leadership of
this man we rose up out of fear
and became willing to put our
bodies on the line," said Rep.
John Lewis, 1)-Ga., a comportion of King in the civil nghts
snuggles of the 1960s.
In Indianapolis, Ethel Kennedy
was scheduled to make brief
remarks during a ceremony Friday
evening at what is now Martin
Luther King Jr. Park. Her late husband Robert Kennedy gave a passionate speech there the night of
King's assassination that was crud.
ited with quelling violence in the
city.
In Atlanta, the Martin Luther
King Jr. Historic Site was commemorating the anniversary with
the opening Friday of a special
exhibit chronicling the final days
Z
a ilihnms
as his
bem
turteKra
ul
l .pr
s ocession

through kis hometown five days
later
The centerpiece of the exhibit is
the wagon that was drawn by two
mules as it earned King's casket
from his funeral at Ebenezer Baptist
Church to Morehouse College, his
alma mater.
Memphis has also been in the
news lately because of the success
of the Memphis Tigers, who play
UCLA in the national NCAA
Division I college basketball semifinal in San Antonio on Saturday

•MSU grad ...
From Front
due to he released this fall
He said being an illustratot serves
as an advantage when speaking to
audiences about writing. 'Not all
children are writers. Some are
young illustrators with no outlet for
their talent. The presentations focus
on everyone using (heti combined
talents to publish books. Books are
not a one man process," he added.
Adams said during his school
presentations, he shares with children the many stages involved in
producing a book, including a
glimpse into his sketchbook of
scribbled notes and sketches.
"Children are guided in discovering
the importance of making the pictures match the words. They discuss
the three main parts of a story
(character, setting and plot) and
realize that every story needs •
beginning, a middle and an end.
Children are encouraged to create
their own story characters and discuss their ideas," he commented.
He also tells children if they find
something they love to do, then go
after it. "The people who support
you, encourage you and tell you
that you can do something you want
to do arc the people you want to be
around. Those that tell you can't do
things are the ones you want to tell.
'I'll see you around'," he tells the
students.
In the book 'Jaclyn and the Magic
Bubble, I Met Gandhi!", Adams
explains that, "Jaclyn (pronounced
lay-den) liked India so much in his
previous adventures, he decides to
wnte his school report on Mahatma
Gandhi, the world famous Indian
peace activist in need of inspiration, Jadyn blows his magic bubbles again! In one of the bubbles,
Gandhi appears and invites Jaclyn
into his historical life. Together.
Gandhi and Jadyn experience
extraordinary events on the path to
freeing India and making the world
a better place. Jaclyn learns a lot
about nonviolence from (;andhi's
actions, and he is challenged to shift
his own reactions."
He said research tor the book was
nor difficult "There are many
books about his life. However not
many books with photos. I used
many different photos to come up
wtth a character that expressed
Gandhi in a format children could
relate to."
Adams noted that he wanted
"children to have a better sense of
the people who make change happen in our lives.- He noted that "the
power of one person is great" and
"we all possess the ability to
become leaders through our
actions."

In "Good NightMare," Adams
reports, "Now you know why
sleeping is difficuk with a
"NightMare` in the closet. Find
everything you hear as a little girl
explores the sounds of the night.
See the fun characters a Mare and a
young girl discover at night in vivid
illustrations that any young horse
lover will enjoy.He said the book was written for
his daughter as a bedtime story.
"She and I were walking home
from my parents house when the
idea came to me. She told me what
each noise was and how much fun it
would he to find them.
"I would like readers to associate
their bad dreams/nightmares to a
NightMare with more fun. When
you know the noise in the closet is
something tun, you'll want the
lights to go out," he stated.
'Good NightMare' is the second
of five books he plans to release
within the next three )cars. "My
goal is five books in five years. This
does not include the books! will be
working on for other authors. I
enjoy reading, wnting and especially illustrating. Currently I visit local
schools promoting all of these
things. The response has been very
rewarding," he stated.
But Adams has even larger longrange aspirations. He said he
recently purchased 1.000 ISBN
numbers with a goal of
writing/illustrating 1.000 books.
"That's for me and for the work I do
for others," he said.
'Jadyn and the Magic Bubble,
Met Gandhi!" can be purchased
directly front the author or at:
www.shop.jadynandthemagicbubble.com/splashPage.hg.
'Good NIghtMare' is available at
Amazon.com or directly from
Adams at: PO. Box 916392,
Longwood, FL 32791-6392, Ph:
(407) 756-5862. His Web site can
at
be
found
http://web.mac.com/markwayne,adanu.
Other children's books Adams
has writteniiihiahahrsi'mimic "The
Magical Forest- by Kristen Mason
11997); —The Gift to the Animals"
by Dons Church 11997); "The
Little Orange Salamander- by
Dolores J. Mazzeo (1997); "The
Nerds" by Beverly Lewis Webel
(1998), "Miss Mary's Missing
Book Bag" by Mark Wayne Adams
(2004); "Good NightMare" by
Mark Wayne Adams (released May
07): "Jaclyn and the Magic Bubble,
I Met Gandhi" by Bngitte
Benchimol (release date May
2008), and "King for a Day" by
Mark Wayne Adams (Fall 2008).

•Rain soaks county, region ...
From Front
amount in these flooded areas,
but that is what's coming,- said
John Ogren, deputy director of
NOAA's National Weather
Service central region in a news
release. "Thunderstorms will
bring widespread mins ranging
from Ito 5 inches...lasung into
Friday. Residents of the affected areas are all too familiar
with the dangers from flash
flooding that can accompany
these storms. All we can say at
this time is to be careful and
stay alert to rising waterJohn Ed Scott, a rainfall
observer for the NWS in
Paducah, said 1.85 inches of
rain fell in Murray Thursday
morning which left many roadways covered with water. Scott
said about another inch-and-ahalf fell overnight.
Water over roadways was
reported by Calloway County
and Murray 911 dispatch at
several locations including N.
16th Street near Five Points,
North 16th near Sullivan's Golf

Course, Rob Mason Road, Ky.
280 near Miller Golf Course( a
tree down was also reported).
Hale Road, Ky. 94 West,
Wright Road, Clayton Road.
and Ky. 121 South at
Winchester Road.
County Emergency
Management Director Bill Call
said the county was under a
severe thunderstorm warning
around 1:38 a.m. However
there were no power outages or
calls to Murray or Calloway
County emergency services for
weather-related conditions.
The county was under a tornado, flash flood and severe
thunderstorm warning
Thursday. According to a news
release from the Kentucky
Division of Emergency
Management. EM and National
Guard personnel are monitoring
potential flooding conditions.
"Do not attempt to drive or
walk through any high water.
please seek an alternate route,"
said Charlie Winter, assistant
director of the Kentucky
Division of Emergency

Management in a news release.
"It is better to arrive a little late
by detouring to your destination
than becoming Involved in a
tragic accident."
According to NWS forecasts,
showers and possibly a thunderstomi is expected in the area
early today. High near 64.
Winds will be north-northwest
wind between 10 and 15 mph
with gusts as high as 21 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 80
percent. Tonight, there will be a
chance of rain before 1 a.m.
('loudy, then gradually becoming pertly cloudy, with a low
around 40. Chance of precipitation is 30 percent.
However Saturday will be
mostly sunny; high near 63;
low around 42. Sunday will
also be mostly sunny with a
high around 72; low around 47.
However showers are expected
to return Monday. High near
70.A more detailed local forecast may be found on the NWS
Web site at
www.crfarioaa.gov/pah

III Travis leaves ...
From Front

1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270.759.9200

the vice president of physician
development, which he said
requires more traveling time.
Travis said he debated the
decision for over a month and
finally submitted his letter last
week. He said he has "mixed
emotions" about leaving.
"It has been an honor to serve

the Commonwealth in this
capacity for 10 years; however,
1 must also realize my time limitations," Travis told the
Courier-Journal.
Travis told the Murray Ledger
and Times he leaves the board
with a new administration under
Beshear who will give the board
its "autonomy back" after hay-ing to deal with the politics of

the

Fletcher

administration,

which for Travis was "tin?'
having gone to Frankfort "wanting ft be a volunteer in public
education."
Travis said with his absence
he has confidence in the board
under the direction of Education
Secretary Helen Mountjoy.
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Jarvis, noted musician, songwriter,
to speak at NSAI meeting April 14
The
West
Kentucky Grammy winning songwriter.
Songwriters, a chapter of the receiving both awards for Song
Nashville
Songwriters of the Year, for his compositions
Association International, will 'I Still Believe in You,' recorded
sponsor a workshop on Monday, by Vince Gill, and 'Love Can
April 14, at 6 p.m. in The Build a Bndge,' recorded by the
Stables at Murray State Judds. His composition 'The
University's Curris Center.
Flame' was sung by Trisha
Featured guest speaker will be Yearwood at the closing cereJohn Barlow Jarvis, noted song- monies of the 1996 Summer
wnter and musician now living Olympics. Jarvis' songs have
and working in Nashville, com- been recorded by an incredibly
mented Janet Miller, regional wide spectrum of artists, includworkshop coordinator.
ing Conway Witty, John
According to his biography. Denver, WayIon Jennings,
Jarvis' "musical journey began Stevie
Nicks,
Delbert
in 1968 in Southern California McClinton, Art Garfunkel,
at the age of 14, when, after Brenda Lee, Steve Wanner,
winning numerous classical Amy Grant, Ricky Skaggs.
competition awards, he was Alabania, and Taj Mahal, among
signed as a staff songwriter and many others. He has won both
studio musician at Edwin H. the CMA and ACM awards for
Morris Music. By the age of 18 his writing, and has been nomihe was already playing piano on nated for an Emmy.
"In 1985, he was approached
hits by such artists as Ringo
Starr, Diana Ross, Leo Sayer, by MCA, along with Larry
John
Mel'encamp,
The Carlton, to be a flagship artist on
Garfunkel, the new 'Master Series' label.
Miracles,
Art
Stephen Bishop (a fellow E.H. His first five CDs, from 1985were
universally
Morris writer) and many others. 1993,
"In 1974, at the age of 20. he acclaimed and all of them
joined the Rod Stewart Band, reached the Top 10 in the new
where his honky tonk licks can jazz category."
According to his Web site,
still be heard on such classics as
'Hot Legs,' 'Tonight's the Jarvis' songwriting credits
Night' and 'You're in My include: "I Still Believe in You,"
Heart.' In addition to touring Vince Gill, 1992 Grammy Song
with Stewart, he continued to be of the Year; "Love Can Build a
one of the most in demand Bridge," The Judds, 1991
in Grammy Song of the Year;'The
musicians
recording
Hollywood up until 1982, when Flame," Trisha Yearwood, 1996
he decided to relocate to Olympics Closing Song; "The
Flower Thai Shattered the
Nashville, Tenn.
"In Nashville he simply Stone," John Denver, Emmy
picked up where he had left off. Nomination; "Small Town
For the last 25 years, he has con- Girl," Steve Wanner, #1
tinued to hold his place at the Country Song; "Julia," Conway
very pinnacle of studio musi- TWitty, #1 Country Song;
cians, playing with virtually all "Working Without a Net,"
of the artists who led the country WayIon Jennings. Top 10
music explosion a the late Country Song; "I Wish I Was
1980s and early 1990s. His stu- Still in Your Dreams," Conway
dio credits range from Vince Twisty, Top 10 Country Song;
Gill to Brooks and Dunn, from "Guardian Angels," The JlitltriS,
Faith Hill to Shaine 'Main itnd Top 10 Country Song; 'Hind
from George Strait to Reba Headed Woman," Mark Collie,
MacEntire. That's his wild Top 20 Country Song. "When It
honky tonk piano intro on the All Goes South," Alabama, Top
Hank Williams Jr. Monday 20 Country Song; "Life's Too
Night Football show, and it's Long to Live Like This," Ricky
also his heartbreakingly mini- Skaggs, Top 20 Country Song;
malist piano on the Mary "Crash Course In The Blues,"
Chapin Carpenter classic 'I Am Steve Wanner, Top 20 Country
Song; "The Greatest Gift of
a Town.'
"Jarvis is also a two-time All," Kenny Rogers & Dolly

Parton, Million selling CD;
"Born and Raised in Black and
White," Brooks and Dunn,
Million selling CD; "Battle of
the Dragon," Stevie Nicks,
Million selling CD; "River of
Time," The Judds, Million selling CD; "Cadillac Red," The
Judds, Million selling CD; "If
There's Anything I Can Do,"
Vince Gill, Million selling CD;
"One Bright Star," Vince Gill,
Million selling CD; "Til the
Season Comes Round Again,
Amy Grant, Million selling CD.
A sanipling of the artists he
has worked with in the studio
Photo provided
reads like a "Who's Who" of ART WINNER: East Calloway County Elementary student. Bobta Brashear was surprised in
musical celebrities. The list her fourth grade classroom with the good news that she is a winner in the state-wide art conincludes: Trace Adkins; Air test sponsored by the Kentucky Association of Realtors for the 2009 Fair Housing Calendar.
Lynn Representatives of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors, Mary Jane Roberson and:.
Alabama;
Supply;
Anderson; Brooks and Dunn; Earleene Woods brought balloons and cupcakes to share with Bobbi's friends and visiting
Jimmy Buffett; Tracy Byrd; family members in Sandy Tinsley's classroom. As a part of the prize for each of the twelve
Glen Campbell; Mary Chapin state winners, Bobbi will receive a $300 savings bond and have an opportunity to meet Gov.
Carpenter; Ray Charles; Cher; Steve Beshear. Pictured above, from left, are: Mary Jane Roberson; Brashear, and Earleene
Chesney;
Mark Woods.
Kenny
Chessnut; John Conlee; Steve
Cropper; Holly Dunn; Rascal
Flatts; Art Garfunkel; Crystal
Gayle; Vince Gill; Amy Grant;
.
$900 million revenue shortfall back up here and once again,
Dobie Gray; Lee Greenwood; From Front
during the next two fiscal years start talking about raising some
Emmy
Lou
Merle Haggard;
ing blueprint. The legislature beginning July I. Latest revenue revenue," Beshear told reporters.
Harris; Faith Hill; WayIon approved and sent the budget to figures show state collections outside his office at the Capitol.
Jennings; George Jones; The 6v:hear, who said he was still dipped about 6 percent for
Legislative leaders indicated
Judds; Reba MacEntire; Barbara reviewing and considenng it — March, Beshear said.
they may be willing to address .
Mandrel!, John Mel[encamp; a process he has until mid-Apnl
Beshear, health advocates and She state's spending plan again if
Anne Murray; Olivia Newton to complete.
other lawmakers have pushed financial conditions backslide
John; Stevie Nicks; Harry
"It's a very lean budget. It is for raising the state's tax on cig- drastically.
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TVA directors hear recommendations
on renewable, efficient energy
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
is putting together a plan to
reduce peak electricity demand
by 2012 through energy conservation and efficiency.
The goal is to save as much as
1,400 megawatts during the
hottest, highest-energy demand

days of summer when the air
conditioners are running hardest. That's equal to the output of
one nuclear reactor and one gas
turbine plant.
How the nation's largest public utility will achieve this savings will be decided in coming
months. But TVA's options likely will include a massive public

education campaign and timeof-day metering so consumers
can share in the savings.
TVA also is reviewing a for
mal policy on renewable energy
based on the assumption that
there isn't enough wind, solar
and biomass potential in the
Southeast to meet expected federal standards.

Increasing pollen counts means
allergy season nears in the South
By DANIEL YEE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA AP) -- With
springtime pollen counts rising in
parts of the South, doctors say
people who are susceptible to the
sniffles and sneezes of hay fever
should start taking precautions
early.
Historically, peak allergy season in the lower part of the South
is the second week of April, said
Dr. Neil Kao of the Allergic
Disease and Asthma Center in
Greenville. S.('
"Up north, this should be a
good season. Down hem, next
week, depending on temperature
and rainfall, we may reach our
peak," Kao said With wann,
sunny weather, he said, "Plants
grow and at this time of year they
will pump out pollen like crazy."
Already, yellow pine pollen
can be seen coating cars in downtown Atlanta. Health authorities
say the less visible pollens, especially from hardwoods, are causing sniffles, sneezes and red eyes.

The pollen count in Georgia's
capital city jumped from 174 particles per cubic meter on Monday
to 1,079 on Thursday, according
to the American Academy of
Allergy Asthma & Immunology.
Charlotte. N.C.. reported a
pollen count of 1,174 on
Thursday and Little Rock, Ark.,
reported a count of 1,517. Other
areas. including Greenville. S.C..
and Huntsville, Ala., have repotted high pollen counts in the hundreds, according to the academy.
A reading of 90 or higher is
considered an extremely high
concentration of tree pollen. Tree
pollen levels as low as 10 can
cause allergic reactions, but more
people experience symptoms
with pollen counts of 150 to 200,
said Dr. Andy Nish of the Allergy
& Asthma Care Center in
Gainesville, Ga. People begin
experiencing dramatic allergic
reactions when the count climbs
to 1,000, Nish said.
"There is good treatment available and there is no reason to suf-

fer through the •yinptoms." he
said
The warm weather this year has
caused some allergy patients to
have more senous reactions to
the pollen than in years past, said
Dr. Stanley Fineman of the
Atlanta Allergy and Asthma
Clinic.
"We've had unusually high tree
pollen counts in February So
what's happening is patients
were sensitized then ... and with
subsequent exposure, they get an
even more violent allergic reaction," Fineman said. "Patients
who normally may not have
severe symptoms when the
pollen counts are 800 or 1.000
are having really severe reactions
now."
allergists say people who are
susceptible to pollen related
allergies should start taking precautions before peak pollen season hits. About a quarter of people in the U.S. suffer from allergies during pollen season
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The Last Dance
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush's meeting with
Russia's Vladimir Putin this weekend probably will be their
last while Putin is still president. Once again, controlling the
threat of nuclear weapons is circling back to American and
Russian leaders.
This time, the immediate issue in that minefield is
expanding U.S. missile defenses in Eastern Europe. Bush
argues that bases in Poland and the Czech Republic serve
the defense of many nations, including Russia. Putin suspects
the defense is aimed at Russia.
As an inducement, the United States is prepared to promise not to activate the new sites unless Iran proves to be an
imminent threat to Europe by test-flying a missile capable of
reaching the continent.
"Obviously, we've got a lot of work to do to allay suspicions and old fears, but I think we are making pretty good
progress along those lines," Bush said Tuesday.
Bush added in a speech Wednesday in Romania that lie
will reiterate to Putin "that the missile defense capabilities
we are developing are not designed to defend against Russia
just as the new NATO we are building is not designed to
defend against Russia."
"The Cold War is over," he said. "Russia is not our
enemy. We are working toward a new security relationship
with Russia whose foundation does not rest on the prospect
of mutual annihilation."
An agreement may emerge, one that partners the United
States and Russia again in controlling the pathway of the
nuclear age.
A Kremlin spokesman said Tuesday that officials on both
sides were working on a document setting out a "strategic
framework" for relations beyond their time in office.
"We proceed from the assumption that we will succeed in
completing the work and that it will be adopted in some
form," spokesman Dmitry Peskov told 'The Associated Press
in Moscow.
What Bush and Putin decide to do would have only a
tangential impact on the worrisome nuclear programs of
North Korea and Iran. But their two nations sit atop the
world's most massive nuclear arsenals. Their cooperation,
based highly on trust, seems essential.
Under the 1991 Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty. the
United States and Russia are limited to no more than 6,000
nuclear warheads each. Both nations are believed to be way
below those totals.
In 2002, Bush and Putin agreed on a treaty that sets as a
target 1,700 to 2,200 deployed strategic warheads by 2012.
Abandoned by the Bush administration from the outset
was the longtime methodical process of negotiating the
smallest details of nuclear „reductions as well as verification
procedures to guard against cheating. And setting a target is
something less than a concrete agreement.
In the meantime, the START treaty is due to expire at
the end of next year. and Russian and American officials
have been unable to chart an agreement for a successor
pact.
It is not certain whether Bush and Putm, meeting at the
Black Sea resort city of Sochi, will come to tenns on either
missile defense systems or reductions in strategic arms.
But if their meeting is marked by good will and relations
have overcome the bumps that followed Bush's initial positive impression of Putin, a course toward a solution could
be set.
That first meeting. in June 2001, stirred hopes of a positive relationship when Bush said he had looked into Putin's
eyes and "was able to get a sense of his soul."
Putin steps down as president next month. By all
accounts, though, he will remain a driving force in Russian
policy after his hand-picked successor, Dmitry Medvedev.
takes over.
Bush has met with Putin some 20 times. according to an
unofficial White House count, more often than with any
other foreign leader except Bntain's Tony Blair. -Both have
invested a lot in this relationship, but they haven't had a
big payoff," said Andrew Kuchins. director of the Russia
program at the Center for Strategic and International Studies.
"I think they would like to reverse that trajectory,"
Kuchins said in an interview.
T'he notion that they would make headway on a broad
strategic framework, extending the START treaty and on verification measures should not be ruled out. Kuchins said.
"What drives me to be optimistic is that fundamentally
we are not a threat to Russia and Russia is not a threat to
us," he said.
Daryl Kimball, executive director of the pnvate Aims
Control Association, faults both Bush and Putin for "failure
to overcome the rivalry and Cold War attitudes of their
predecessors." He noted in an interview they will leave
behind enormous nuclear missile stockpiles.
The next president of each country will have a responsibility to negotiate a new agreement and framework to venfiably slash each nation's arsenal. Kimball said.
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Obituaries
Charles Hugo Wilson
Charles Hugo Wilson, 85, Louisville, formerly of Murray, died
Thursday, April 3, 2008, at 10:40 a.m, at the Masonic Horne of
Kentucky, Louisville. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

Mrs. Murrell Madrey
Mrs. Murrell Madrey, 96, Ky. 121 North, Murray, died Tuesday,
April I, 2008, at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Collierville, Tenn.
A homemaker, she was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ and of Penny Homemakers
Club for over 50 years, and a weather watcher for
WPSD News Channel 6, Paducah.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Ernest
Madrey who died in 1992; three sisters, Lorene
Henson, Waulena Alexander and Dorothy Grogan;
one brother, John Will Scarbrough; three brothersin-law, Hugh Alexander, Jim Grogan and Pete
Hendon; one sister-in-law, Eudell Scarbrough.
Madrey
Born Sept. 17. 1911, in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Walter Scarbrough and
Winnie Williams Scarbrough.
Survivors include one daughter, Kathleen Fisher and husband,
Donn,Germantown,Term ; three grandchildren, Candice Moore and
husband, Justin, Searcy, Ark., Chase Fisher, Memphis, Tenn., and
Charming Fisher, Germantown; one great-granddaughter, Marissa
Moore, Searcy; one sister, Alice Like and husband, Cecil. Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.in, in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Pallbearers will
be Chase Fisher, Justin Moore, Danny Alexander, Wesley
Alexander, Frank Page and Jerry Scarbrough. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale Young &
Heart, Glendale Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray,
KY 42071.

Mrs. Neva Housden Ray
A graveside service for Mrs. Neva Housden Ray will be today
(Friday) at 2 p.m. at the Hazel Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Franky Brandon, Adam Brandon, Benny
Pittman. James Harold Housden,Terry Housden and Phillip
Housden. In charge of arrangements is the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Ray, 93, New Providence Road. Hazel, died Wednesday,
April 2, 2008, at 8:21 a.m, at her home.
A retired material handler for Slant and Slant, Paris, Tenn., she
was a member of Hazel Church of Christ.
Her husband, William Ray, and three brothers, Eunice, Grady and
Orvely Flousden, preceded her in death. Born Feb. 4, 1915, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Andrew Housden
and Kelly Lamb Housden.
Survivors include one daughter, Rebecca Brandon and husband,
Alvin. New Providence; two grandchildren. Franky Brandon and
wife, Shelia. Murray, and Cindy Pittman and husband. Benny, New
Concord; two great-grandchildren, Lacy Collins and husband.
David, and Adam Brandon; one great-great-grandchild, Ashton
Pittman; two sisters-in-law, Myrtle Mohundro, New Providence,
and Noma Housden, Hazel.

Louis Eastman Sanderson
A graveside service for Louis Eastman (Blow Torch) Sanderson
was today (Friday) at II a.m. at Brooks Chapel Cemetery, Dexter.
Lance Cordle officiated. Collier Funeral Home of Benton was in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the St.
Nicholas Clinic, 1903 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42003 or to the American Diabetes Association.
Mr. Sanderson, 84. Calvert City, died
Wednesday, April 2, 2008, at 12:25 a.m, at the
Calvert City Convalescent Center.
A Navy veteran of World War II he served
aboard the USS Hancock aircraft carrier He was a
member of Calvert City C'hurch of Christ and of
the Plumbers & Steamfitters Local 184 for 60
years. a Kentucky Colonel, a Duke of Paducah, and
Sanderson
a life-time member of the Disabled American
Veterans. During the late 1940s and early 1950s. he
played baseball for the Twin States League and
%
.
played shortstop in the Kitty Leagues for the Paducah
Chiefs. His hobbies were fishing and sports.
1
Preceding him in death were his parents. R.L. and
Carrie Sanderson. one sister, Mildred Kaler, and three brothers,
Robert, Vernon and David Sanderson.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Mary Jane Puckett Sanderson, to
whom he had been married for 64 years; one son, Larry Sanderson
and wife, Linda, Paducah; two daughters, Nancy Pierce and husband, Tony, Ledbetter, and Susan Sanderson. Paducah, five grand- ;
children, Rhonda Foster and husband. Gary, and Jeff Pierce and
wife, Shawn, all of Ledbetter. Joey Pierce and wife, Laurie,
Huntsville, Ala., Holly Fan and husband. Art, Hernando. Miss.. and
Derek Sanderson and wile. Suzanne. Calvert City; two stepgrandchildren, Ryan Henderson and wife. Ashlec, and Kyle Henderson.
all of Paducah. one niece. Louise Leek, Paducah; nine great-grandchildren; lout stepgrcat-grandchildren.

1

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Votive W. Burnett Brown
The funeral for Mrs. Yetive W. Bumett Brown will be Saturday
at I p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. Dr. Larry Salmon will
officiate. Congregational singing will be held. Grandsons will be
pallbearers. A graveside service will be Sunday at I p.m. at Rosehill
Cemetery, Marion, Ill
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman and York
Funeral Home after 6 p.m. tonight (Friday). Online
condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Northland Oaks Community Church. 3610 N.E.
54th Terrace, Kansas City, MO 64119 where her
son, Stephen Brown, is pastor.
• Mrs. Brown, 88, Murray, died Tuesday. April I.
2008 at /.10 n, at her home.
"." a member of First Baptist Church,
She was
Brown
Murray, where she was a member of the Pairs &
Spares Sunday School Class, and a Sunday School
teacher for many years. She played piano for residents of MurrayCalloway County Hospital Long Term Care Unit, and was a member of Lottie Moore Mission Group of First Baptist Church.
Two things that most defined Mrs. Brown were her faith and her
family. Her faith in the Lord always sustained and carried her in all
situations. Her faith was demonstrated in her love, her teaching, her
ministry to people and especially to family. She cherished her family, her children and her siblings. Her legacy is all she invested in
those who knew her, something more lasting than monuments and
institutions. She give her family a heritage of faith to pass on to the
next generations and for that the family is so very grateful.
Born Sept. 14, 1919, in Decatur, Ill., she was the daughter of the
late William Burnett Jr. and Blanche Irene Longwell Burnett. Also
preceding her in death were two sisters, Beverly Mann and Elinor
Burnett, and one brother. William Burnett.
Survivors include two daughters, Karen Greer and husband.
Marlin. and Deborah Plummer, all of Murray; one son, Stephen
Brown and wife. Sherrie, Kansas City, Mo.; one brother, Elmer
Burnett and wife, Melinda. Midwest City, Okla.; II grandchildren,
Kimberly Futrell and husband, Jamie, Laura Prater and husband.
C'raig, Dawn Choate and husband, Roger, Rachel Cary and husband,
Cleve, Janise Page and husband, Aaron, Derek Plummer and wife.
Jennifer, Jared Plummer and wife, Jennifer, Stephanie, Kristine and
Lauren Brown. and Justin Jones; 18 great-grandchildren; eight
nieces; seven nephews.

Kentucky, other states with
budget troubles consider
releasing prisoners early
PROVIDENCE, R.I.(AP) —
Lawmakers from California to
Kentucky are trying to save
money with a drastic and potentially dangerous budget-cutting
proposal: releasing tens of thousands of convicts from prison,
including drug addicts, thieves
and even violent criminals.
Officials acknowledge that
the idea carries risks, but they
say they have no choice because
of huge budget gaps brought on
by the slumping economy.
"If we don't find a way to
better manage the population at
the state prison, we will be
forced to spend money to
expand the state's prison system
-- money we don't have," said
Jeff Neal. a spokesman for
Rhode Island Gov. Don
Carden.
At least eight states are considering freeing inmates or
sending some convicts to rehabilitation programs instead of
prison, according to an
Associated Press analysis of
legislative proposals. If adopted.
the early release programs could
save an estimated $450 million
in California and Kentucky
alone.
But prisons "are one of the
most expensive parts 'if the
criminal-justice system," said
Alison Lawrence. who studies
corrections policy for the
National Conference of State
Legislatures. "That's where they
look to first to cut down some of
those costs.In California, where lawmakers have taken steps to cut a $16

billion budget deficit in half by
Arnold
Gov.
summer,
Schwarzeneg,ger proposed saving $400 million by releasing
more than 22,000 inmates who
had less than 20 months remaining on their sentences. Violent
and sex offenders would not be
eligible.
In Kentucky, which faces a
$1.3 billion deficit, lawmakers
approved legislation Wednesday
to grant early release to some
prisoners. Initial estimates were
that the plan could affect as
many as 2,000 inmates and save
nearly $50 million.
If the governor signs the bill.
the exact number of prisoners
would be determined by prison
officials. Violent convicts and
sexual offenders would be
exempt.
Gov. Steve Beshear has said
Kentucky must review its policies after the state's inmate population jumped 12 percent last
year — the largest increase in
the nation.
Kentucky spends more than
$18,600 to house one inmate fot
a year, or roughly $51 a day. In
California, each inmate costs an
average of $46,104 to incarcerate.
But not everyone is sold on
the idea.
-Economics cannot be the
engine that drives the train of
public safety,- said Terrence
Jungel. executive director of the
Michigan Sheriffs' Association
"Government has no greater
responsibility than the protection of its citizens.-
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Bush, Putin at odds over
NATO expansion, nuclear
missile defense systems
BUCHAREST,
Romania mg Germany and France, which
(API — President Bush and shared Russian concerns, that
Russian President Vladimir the two nations will become
Putin, both short-timers in office NATO members at some point.
looking to burnish their legacies, Bush plans to continue to press
began their efforts today to look the matter before his second
beyond their presidencies and term expires in January_
A senior Russian diplomat
put the frayed U.S.-Russia relasaid NATO's pledge of eventual
tionship on firmer footing.
Bush saw the outgoing membership to Ukraine and
Russian president today here at Georgia had badly soured ties
a NATO-Russia Council meet- between the alliance and
ing amid new Washington- Moscow. "A culture of searchMoscow tensions.
ing for solutions on the basis of
In all, Bush was to be face-to- taking mutual interests into
face with Putin at least three account has been lost," Sergei
times in three days, capping a Ryabkov, chief of the Russian
relationship that has lasted near- Foreign Ministry's department
for European cooperation, told
ly a decade.
With Putin leaving office reporters in Bucharest before the
next month, their meeting at meeting between Putin and
Putin's vacation home at the NATO's 26 leaders, including
Russian Black Sea resort of Bush.
Russia also remains deeply
Sochi on Saturday and Sunday
will likely be their last as lead- worried by the alliance's support
ers.
for the U.S. missile shield.
"We can't sit aside and watch
First, Bush wrapped up his
business in Bucharest by meet- how they rubber-stamp deciing with Romania's prime min- sions made by other people
changing security situation for
ister, Calin Popescu Tariceanu.
Bush congratulated
the Russia,- Ryabkov said.
TensOns even erupted over
Romanian leader for "hosting a
very successful NATO summit" how the NATO-Russia meeting
and brought up a sensitive issue was conducted. The ICremlin's
that is raised whenever he meets spokesman. Dmitri S. Peskov,
with officials from Central and complained that television covEastern European nations — erage of the session ended
their citizens lack of ability to before Putin spoke, denying the
travel to the United States with- Russian leader a chance to speak
out visas like people from other publicly, unlike a NATOUkraine meeting earlier Friday.
European nations can.
But Ryabkov emphasized
"I fully understand that contradiction,- Bush said, without that Russia had something to
offer NATO despite the differmaking promises of resolution.
Bush then headed for Zagreb, ences. Moscow struck a deal to
Croatia, for evening events and allow the military alliance to
meetings on Saturday before he ship non-lethal freight across
Russia to NATO forces fighting
moves on Russia to see Putin.
Bush went into the first of the in Afghanistan. "We work in a
discussions with Putin a day pragmatic way and continue to
after having won NATO backing cooperate with NATO in areas
to install a missile shield in the where our interests are close or
former Soviet eastern European coincide,- Ryabkov said.
Rice said both Bush and
satellites of Poland and the
Czech Republic over Russian Putin were expected to produce
"a strategic framework- to guide
objections.
Secretary
of
State relations between Washington
Condoleezza Rice called it a and Moscow under their succes"breakthrough agreement- for sors. "Part of that has to be some
the military alliance, and it was discussion of missile defense,"
sugarcoated by the announce- Rice said. She stopped short of
ment of a U.S. deal with the saying outright that the two
Czech Republic to host a radar leaders would find agreement on
site vital to the missile defense the prickly subject, though
system.
White House officials have been
But Bush lost, at least for the predicting this seemed possible,
moment, a highly public spat if not probable.
over opening the door to NATO
Russia views the system as
membership to Ukraine and designed to weaken its military
Georgia, which Putin vehement- might and upset the balance of
ly opposes. Instead of the imme- power in Europe_ Bush argues
diate start to that process that he that the shield is not aimed at
wanted, Bush got a wntten com- Russia but at Mideast countries
mitment from the allies, includ- such as Iran.
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Mrs. Neil Elisabeth Estes Owen
The funeral for Mrs. Nell Elizabeth Estes Owen will be today
(Friday) at 1 p.m in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home.
Paducah. Andrew Clausen and Pat Powell will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Mt. Kenton Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Broadway Church of
Christ Living Stones. 2855 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001 or
Paducah Public Schools Foundation. PO. Box 2500. Paducah, KY
42001.
Mrs. Owen, Paducah, died Wednesday. April 2, 2008, at 5:05
a.m. at Superior Care Home, Paducah.
She retired from the Paducah Public School System after 26 yeas
as an elementary teacher and previously taught at Lascassan High
School, where she also coached girls basketball. She received her
bachelor of arts in elementary education from Middle Tennessee
State University and her master's degree from Murray State
University. She was a member of Broadway Church of Christ.
McCracken County Retired Teachers Association, Alpha Delta
Kappa sorority and Echo Duplicate Bridge Club and Suburban
Garden Club.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John Will Owen, to
whom she had been married for 56 years: her son, John Steven
Owen; her parents. Arthur and Willie Patterson Estes; one sister,
Georgia Estes, and one brother. Alvie Estes. She was born in Mt.
Aria, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter, Kim Elizabeth Owen Ford and
husband, Joe T.. Paducah; two grandsons, John Hunter Ford.
Murray, and Joseph Taylor Ford. Paducah; three sisters. Irene
Frisbee and husband, Dee, Cleveland, Tenn., Jean Davis, Huntsville,
Ala., and Sue Santa Ana and husband, Raul, Summerville, S.C.; sister-in-law. Annette Estes, Milton, Tenn.
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Dr. B. Martin Fulbnght M.D., A.A.O.S.
and Jennifer Walker P.A. offer patients the best
and latest treatments in both nonsurgical and
surgical care, including minimally invasive total knee
replacements and two-incision hip replacements
Their comprehensive knowledge in orthopaedic
procedures and care ensures Ascension Orthopedics'
commitment to providing a friendly, personal
and thorough experience for patients of all ages.
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Student of Nutrition Association
plans fundraiser on Tuesday

Music Department
sponsoring contests
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
sponsor woodwind, string, percussion and brass contests for
middle and high school, private school and home-schooled
students in Murray and Calloway Couinty.
Contest entry forms have
been distributed to the band
cadh of the rind
directors

dle and high schools.
The contest will be Tuesday. April IS. at 630 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
house at 704 Vine St., Murray. Monetary awards will be
presented to the winners.
Entry forms mus be received
by Wednesday, April 9. For
information contact Linda Scott
at 227-2355 or 753-7999.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

jyen/._q9eir2inciers
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The following are reminders of events planned for this week
that were recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Cavitt will be honored at an open
house, hosted by their children, in celebration of the- 60th
wedding anniversary on Saturday. April 5. from 2 to 4 p.m.
at their home at 1514 Oxford Dr., Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited. The couple requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Phelps of Benton will be honored
at a reception, hosted by their children, in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 6, from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. at the Palma Fire Station, Ky. Hwy. 95, Palma. AU
relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.

Spring Luncheon and
Fashion Show planned
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice Program.
Murray Woman's Club, and
DK Kelley will cohost a Spring
Luncheon and Fashion Show
on Thursday, April 24 from II
a.m. to 1 p.m at the First
United Methodist Church gymnasium.
The event will feature fashions from DK Kelley, modeled by local ladies, just in
time for Mother's Day shopping.
The cost per ticket is $ICI
and includes a California chicken salad, fruit, a roll, assorthomemade
delicious
ed
desserts, and a drink. Lunch
will be available between II
a.m. and 1 p.m_ and you may
come and go as you please.
Take out is available at the
door, or you may call ahead
to 767-2108 and place your
order in advance.
A silent auction featuring
items donated by various local
businesses will be held dunng
the event
Tickets are available at the
door as well as at the follow•
•
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Jessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan
Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto
Jerma Gardner
& Rich Edwards
Leslie Steely
& Terry Franklin

••

Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele
Jessica McKnight
& Josh Dunn
Krishn Johnson
& Andrew Logar
Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin
Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier
Megan lones
& Aaron Storey
Gail Friday
& Phil Gray
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavani
& Justin Pounds
Christine Myers
& John Taylot
Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton
Whitney Delk
& Ryan Vonnahme
Cleo Le
dr Jonathan King

ing locations: Home Care Office
in Murray, DK Kelly, Jean
Marie's, New Life Christian
Bookstore, Elements, Vintage
Rose, Hospice Volunteers, Center for Health & Wellness, and
the Murray Woman's Club
Sigma and Delta Department
members.
"This event is a perfect
opportunity for the community to support our local hospice while sharing lunch with
friends and coworkers, and
viewing the latest Spring Fashions," said Jimmie Joyce, hospice coordinator. "Many local
businesses have provided donations to this effort and Hos-

pice is especially appreciative
of the many volunteers who
make this event possible, the
Murray Woman's Club for their
continued support and hard
work as well as the Methodist
Church for the use of their
wonderful facility."
All proceeds from the event
will be used to benefit the
Hospice program at MCCH.
For more information contact Jimmie Joyce, MCCH Hospice Coordinator. ai 767-21M.

Photo provided
Dr. Joy Roach, right, is pictured after receiving the award with
her dissertation advisor, Dr. Marcia Anderson of Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale.

Roach receives national
dissertation award
MARTIN, Tenn. - Dr. Joy ceptions," won first place in
Roach, an assistant professor the field,
Roach and her dissertation
in the department of computer sciences and information chair traveled to San Antonio
systems at the University of to receive the award at the
Tennessee at Martin, was Delta Pi Epsilon luncheon as
awarded a national dissertation part of this year's annual
award on March 19 in San Anto- National Business Education
Association Convention.
nio, Texas.
The award was given by
After a two-year blind
review, the Delta Pi Epsilon Dr. Virginia Hemby of Midwas dle Tennessee University. who
Award
Dissertation
bestowed on Roach for best is the current DPE president
dissertation in the entire nation and Dr. Cyril Kesten of the
Regina
of
in the field of business edu- University
(Saskatchewan) who was chair
cation for 2006.
Dr. Roach's dissertation, of the review committee. Delta
titled "Factors Affecting Writ- Pi Epsilon is the graduate
ten Business Communication branch of NBEA and sponson
Creation and Productivity Per- the award.

Rainfall of 8.93 inches
recorded here in March
was

March 7, snowfall of 1.1 and

recorded for the month of
March in Murray, according to
figures released by John Ed
Scott, local official government
weather observer. The average
for the year is 5.14 inches.
Rainfall for March was 1.76
on March 3, 2.08 on Mach 4,
.60 on March 5, .10 on March
7, .50 on March 8, 04 on
March 10, .10 on March 14,
.08 on March IS. .06 on
March 18, 2.60 on March 19,
.11 on March 27. .30 on March
29, and .60 on March 30. On

1 of ice pellets and on March
8, snowfall of 4.9 and 2 of
ice pellets were recorded.
Thunder was recorded on
March 3, 4, 19, 29 and 30
and fog was recorded on March
4, 14 and 31.
The high temperature for
the month was 75 degrees on
March 2 and the low temperature for the month was 22
degrees on March 8. Average
temperatures were a high of
60 and a low of 20.

Ramtall for 8.93 inches

Golf courses offer discounts in tour book
Golfers can tee off with
extra money in their pockets
when they take along the American Lung Association's 25th
annual Kentucky Golf Tour
Book. The 'Lung Book" offers
reduced rates at over 350 courses. practice ranges and indoor
facilities. including 186 courses in Kentucky alone as well
as courses in Indiana. Tennessee and Michigan.
Listed in the package are
courses in and around Calloway County, including Mur-
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Nim's Island

ray Country Club. Oaks Coun.
try Club, Miller Memonal Golf
Course and Sullivan's Par 3 Golf
Course in Murray.
Carolyn Embry, coordinator
of the program, has seen golf
club participation grow from
31 Kentucky courses in 1984
to the 300+ course, multi-state
program that it is today. "The
Lung Book has raised well
over $3,000,000 for the fight
against lung disca.se," she said.
"All proceeds from the Kentucky Golf Tour Book go directly to the Lung Association to
support important medical
research and other lung health
programs in our local communities," she said. Embry suggested purchasing the booklets
as gifts for birthdays. Moth
er's Day. Father's Day, gradu
ations. retirements or any ape

Need Line
lists items

Meet The Browns .
PG13 - 8:50

Horton Hears A Who
G. 1:25 - 3:40 - 6:55
21

Individuals eltImi.t Group Coverage

P613 - 1.20 - 4'00 - 715 - 9:45
- SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
'ON SAT & SUN. ONLY

independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COORA/Alternative
Self-Employed

Leatherheads

Small Businesses

PG13 - 1:00 • 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:40

vIn lie Rose
ea fori•

Robert Billing'ton Jr.
270-753-4751

P613 - 1.30 - 3:50 - 7:10 - 9:25

Bridafiteepsny
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270i 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

Salunont Mtn cholas are easy. iust call

The Ruins
R- 1:35 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:35
Drillbit Taylor

1 11../MPIANY
,

Superhero Movie

11••Cm• Ibm Kr

P613 - 1:45 - 3.35 - 7 35 - 9.20
t

r

cial occasion.
Kentucky Golf Tour Books
may be ordered by calling the
American Lung Association of
KY at 1-800-5864872 or by
sending $35 ($105 for the foursome package) to the American Lung Association of Ken9067,
Box
P.O.
tucky,
Louisville. KYy 40209. The
books are also available at
branches of AAA Kentucky in
Elizabethtown,
Louisville,
Owensboro, Bowling Green and
Paducah: and at branches of
National City Bank in Lexington. Richmond, Winchester,
Georgetown, Frankfort, Versailles. Nicholasville, Danville,
Perryville and select locations
in Louisville. They may be
purchased on-line via the American Lung Association of Kenat
website
tucky
www.kylung.org.
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Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, cereal, oat meal, spinach, Sauerkraut, spaghetti sauce, beets,
asparagus, chili beans and Boost
or Ensure (this is a nutritional drink for our cancer clients)
for the pantry; eggs and bread
for freezer/cooler; dish liquid
and toilet paper for personal
hygiene and cleaning supplies;
and large brown paper bags.
These items may be taken
to the Need Line building at
638 South Fourth St., Murray,
between 10 o.m. and 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536331

The Student Nutrition Association of Murray State University will have its annual
fundraiser, "Empty Bowls" on Tuesday in
the dance lounge of the MSI_, Curris Center.
The bowls have been crafted by ceramic students from the department of art
and wUl be on sale. Soup, donated by the
MSU Food Services, will be served. Proceeds from the event will be donated to
Murray-Calloway County Need Line. The
public is invited.

CASA Banquet on Tuesday

The CASA (court appointed special advocate) Light of Hope banquet and silent auction will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom. Members of the community are
invited to help honor CASA volunteers at this event which is
a highlight of Child Abuse Prevention Month. Teresa Speed,
principal of Murray High School, will be the featured speaker. Tickets may be obtained by contacting the CASA office at
761-01654, Michelle Hansen at 762-7333 or Donna Herndon
at 753-7784. Reservations are needed by today.

New Beginnings plans meeting
New Beginnings Jail/Prison Support Group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Robertson Road
South off Ky. 94 West, Murray. Cheryl Cooney of Eastwood
Baptist Church will be speaker. These meetings are open to
the public. A potluck meal will be served. For more information or a ride call Ron and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

Superbass Tournament Saturday

ABBENT1111

SEVENTH DAY ADVI
Worship
S.
Sabbath School
Sat

AMMILICAll
ST. MARE'S ANGLICAN
1214 Floylleld I-highway, HenKu
270-527.102

Service
Feast Day Services cuoisci the II

APIISTOLI
APOSTOLIC HOME FEL
Sunday
Tuesday
Thursday

&1111111:011111JES
HOPE HARBOR CFI
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Wedneedir. Bible Study

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVID
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORM
Sunday School
Worship
II a n
'COLDWATER BAPTIST
Sunday School
Morning Services
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPT1BT CI
Wednesday Service
Sunday School
Worship Service
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAP
Sunday School
Worship
10.00 a m
Discipleship Training

Superbass Kentucky I,BL Division Tournament will be Sunday from 6:30 .m. to 2 p.m. at the Kenlake Manna. For more
information go to www.superbasstournaments.com

EMMANUEL MIMIC
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth

Fly-line Disc Golf Saturday

FAITH RAP'S
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRING/51
Sunday School
1100am
Worship
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIR
Sunday School
Worship 8.30 & 10 55 a n
FLINT BAPIlfr
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Fly-Line Disc Golf Tournament will have its first session
on Saturday at 10 a.m. at Murray Central Park. A disc will
be free to the first 20 entries. First, second and third place
winners will receive prizes in Advance and Beginner sections.
Another session will be held on April 19 at 10 a.m. For information call Marvin at 436-5762.

Bands N'BBQ Blowout Saturday
Bands N'BBQ Blowout '08 will be Saturday from 10 a.m.
to dusk at Murray-Calloway County Central Park. This will be
sponsored by Racer Communications Group Inc.

Bingo planned Saturday
The Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., will sponsor
Bingo Saturday with a portion of the proceeds to benefit Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will open a 4:30
p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will begin at 6 p.m.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Four Rivers group will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
contact Velvaleen at 753-6979.

Relay for Life Team plans event
iY.ids at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have a bake
sale Saturday in the parking lot of St Leo Catholic Church.

Glory Bound is tonight
Gloy Bound Chnstian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Eddie
Boone and The Farmers. Items will be taken for Need Line.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotrnaiI.com

Dixon Cemetery plans event
Dixon Cemetery in Trigg County will have a spring cemetery maintenance day Saturday starting at 9 am A picnic will
be served on the grounds at noon.

GREATER HOPE MISS
Sunday School
Worship
GRACE BAFFIN
Sunday School
1045. rr
Worship
EAR17/000 BAPTIST.
Humid, 13050.1

IIyr
Morning Worship
Wednesday
HARDIN RAPT11
8.00, 9 15 &
Worship
Sun Schools 8 00. 9 16 &
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

HAZEL BAPTIS
Sunday School
1030•m
Worship
Church Training
Wednesday Worship

HILLTOP MIMI
Sunday School
Worship Service II 00 a ir
Wednesday
IIIRESEY BAPTE
Morning Worship
53i
ana
Training Union
Evening Worship

LEDBETTER MISSIONAR1
Sunday School
11 a m &
Preaching
Wednesday Night

LIGHTHOUSE RAPTLST(
Sunday School
11.0
Worship
Wednesday Worship

LOCUST GROVI
Sunday School
11 •in
Morning Worship
Wednesday Worship

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions progran*
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood BaptilE
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Volleyball team plans promotion
Calloway County High School Volleyball team will have a
rebate day today at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell
the cashier they are there for the team_

'All Day Crop' for Relay for Life
"All Day Crop" for Relay for Life, hosted by Primary Care
Medical Center, will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar Si.. Murray. This will
feature door prizes, lunch and snacks, along with a paper bag
scrapbook demonstration at 1 pm. All proceeds will go to
Relay for Life. For more information about costs and to preregister, call Chanda Scott at 767-3122, or Wendy Joyce at
767-3120

"Your Authorized

212 E. Man

Calloway Homemakers plan event
The trip to Nashville, Tenn., to attend the Southern Woman's
Show, sponsored by the Calloway County Homemakers. will
be April 10. The public is invited. The bus will be at the
Glendale Road Church of Christ parking lot at 6:30 a.m. and
will leave at 7 a.m, and return between 8 and 8:30 p.m. A
stop for breakfast and supper (on your own) will be in
Clarksville, Tenn. The fee covers the bus fare and ticket to
the show. Those planning to attend are asked to register and
receive an itinerary by stoppirg by the Calloway County extension office, 310 South 4th St., Murray, telephone 753-1452.

Spanish class items available
Certificates of completion and other class items from the
Spanish Class for Farmers held at the Calloway County Extension Office are available to be picked up at the Calloway
County Extension Office, 310 South 4th St., Murray. For information call 753-1452.
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
AISENTISTS

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISE
Worship
Sat 900 •.m
Sabbath School
Sat. 10-15. m

AROLICAII
T. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1214 Mayfield Highway, Benton, KY 42026
270.527.0002
Service
10.00 sin
feast Day Services comas the Reser 252.3388

APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
1000•in
'Tuesday
6-45 p
Thursday
6,45 p in

LONE OAK PRISITIT.
1st Sunday
2-00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL Barrier
Morning Worahip
10.50•m
Evening Worship
WOO p m

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00•m.
Muslim
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 1030 a if.
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morro ng Worship
1100 a.m
gvetung Worship
WOO p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
II a.m. & 6 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.

Ask And You
Will Receive

MOUNT BORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a in
Worship
11 -00 am
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6,00 p m
NORTHSIDE
10,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worehm
6:00 p.m

LIIIIIMBLOCS OF OMB

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
7 p in
TUesdayn Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Foaming 6 p ii
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p in
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m
Thursday Night
10:00 a m
Sunday Morning
7:00 p.m
Sunday Evening

man,"What do you want me to do

want to see again." Jesus said to
him, "Then see! Your faith

has

able to see, and he followed Jesus,
giving thanks to God.
Each day our Lord is still asking

do for you?" And although God

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 8,45• m. & II a.m & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
9:30 lam_
Sunday School
10730 sm. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wed. Night Bible Study

always knows exactly

what we

the blind man who received his sight, we should follow

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 pm.
Discipleship Training
5:00 pm.

SINKING SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 pin.

vent prayers of the faithful and we always receive

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10:130 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Afternoon Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study & Youth 700 p.m.

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
900•m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service.
6 p.m.
Discipfeahm Training

EilLITOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Worship Service 11:00 •.m. & 6 pm
700 p.m
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 m
Awana
6:30-7:30 pm.
Training Union
5-45 p.m
Evening Worship
6.30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10,06 a m
Preaching
11 am & 300 p m
7:00 p in
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6pm.
Worship
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
10:00 •.m
Sunday School
11 * m & 6 p.m.
Morning Worahip
7-00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.30 a m
Sunday.
7 00 p.m
Wednesdays

need and desire, He wants us to
love Him and to recognize our need for Him. Just like

Jesus and give thanks to God when we have received

HAZEL BAPTIST
330 am
Sunday School
Worship
1030 a.m. & 6-30 p.m
Church Training
5:30 pm
Wednesday Worahip
7.00 pm

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise end Worsinp 10 30 on & 6 p.m
Wednesday Farniiv Training
7 pm

us the very question: "What can I

scarre GROVE
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:46 a.m.
Worship Service
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7,00 p.m.
Prayer & Famting for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat. 6 p.m -10 p.m.

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10,45 a m
Woralup
GRACE BAPTIST
9 30 a.m
Sunday School
10-45 a in. la 6 pm
.Wors'nip
EASTWOOD BAPTIST cpuiten
40 a.m.
Sunday School
6 p.m.
Worahip
II
1 i tkoh.
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schools 8:00.915 & 10,30 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
7 p.m
Wednesday Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I irt miles west of Lynn Grote
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10,45 a.m.
Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service

made you well." At once he was

OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10,00•m.
11:00 •.m
Preaching
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
600 p
Church

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Woralup

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
930 a.m
Bible School
1130 am & 7 pm.
Woralup
7pm
Wed Bible Study
Friday Worship
7 p.m

for you?" "Sir," he answered, "I

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedneaday Service
630 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
'Worship Service
11:00 •.rn
Sunday Night
WOO p in

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11130 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 pm
SPRINGS
BAPTIST
FERGUSON
Sunday School
QOho m
II 00 a m. & 600 pm
Worship
700
p.m
Wedneaday
FIRST BAPTIST
945 am
Sunday School
Worship 8:30 & 10.55 a m & 6 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
Eveiting Worship
6:46 p.m.

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m.
Sunday
7 p in
Wednesday

In the Bible, Jesus asked the blind

MITIRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
10:15 a.rn.
Sunday School
11-000 rn
Worahip

blessings from our Lord. We are told to ask and we will
receive, and also that some do not receive, simply
because they do not ask. God always answers the fer-

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11-00 a.m
Sunday Morning
630 p m
Wednesday Evening

exactly what is best for us. God loves us more than we

1111111111111 "MISSIES

love ourselves and He delights and protects those who

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a in
Public Talk
Watchtower Stud•
10:30 a.m

please Him.

We receive from Him whatever we ask, because
we obey His commands and do what pleases Him.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
900 n m
Bible Study
10.30 a m
Worship

Good News Bible 1 John 3:22

9:30 a.m
11 a.m

IIETNIONT

SUGAR CHEER
10.m
Sunday School
II a.m. & 6 p m
Worships
7 p in.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

BETHEL UNITED
9:30 a.m
Mornmg Worship
10.30.m
Sunday School
Night
6.00
p.m
2nd & 4th Sun.
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1015 a.m.
Monona Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
7-00 p.m
Wed Bible Study

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9,30 •.m.
Sunday School
1030 •.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday

DEXTER
9,30 a m
Sunday School
Worithip
10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.
700 p.m
Wedneaday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m.
Bible Study
11 am. & 6 p.m
Worship
'7 p.m.
Wedneaday Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School
II am & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
VICTORS RAPTI"? CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. &6 p.m.
Wonship
7 p.m
Wednesday

GREEN PLAIN
1000.m
Bible Study
10:46•m
Morning Service
600 pm
MN piling Worship
Wedneaday Worehm
7-00 p in
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 a.m.
Bible Study
Morning Worship
9,50 sm.
603 p.m.
Evening Worship
7,00 pm.
Mid-Week. Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CREWE
Sunday Bible Class
WOO a.m.
10.00 sm
Morning Woralup
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Night

reirriglin
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
'Saturday Maus
4:00 pm.
10-30 a.m
Sunday Maas
ST. LIDO CATHOLIC CHURCH
WOO p.m
Saturday Mass
Sam & 11 •m
Sunday Masses

COM=
AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 am & 6 p.m
Worship
10 a m
Bible Study Sunday
7pm
Bib" Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 m
Sunday School
10.15• ni
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
930 a m
Bible School
10:30•m
Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Service

IURKSKY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10700 •.m.
Sunday School
1010•.m.
Morning Worahm
Worship
7:00 p.m
Evening
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT OUVZ CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00• m.
Morning Warship
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship

IIICONS RIMER
10.30•m
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 pm
7:30 p rn
2nd Wednesday

CIRO= W INIST

ALMO CHURCH OF mama
900• m
Bible School
9 50 a m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Wonship

SECOND STREET
10,45 a m.
Morning Woralup
6.00 pm
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5
am.,
9
a.m.
56 p.m
Worship
10:15 a.m.
Bible Study
7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10700 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
lin & 3rd Sun. Night

UNION GROVE
10:50 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9110 ant
Bible Mamma
10-00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Worship

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8,50 a.m.
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School

COL.DWATER
1000 urn
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship

ISDETRWHARDIN UNWED
900•m
Contemporary Service
10-00., m
Bible Study
II 00 am
Regular Worship

WEST MURRAY
1050•in
Morning Worship
6:00 p m
Evening Worship

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
8-45 & 11 •in
Worship
950 a in
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00•in
Sunday School
Worship Service
11.00 a.m

WILLIAMS CHAPEL
900 a m
Morning
6:00 p.n..
Evenms
Wednesday
7 00 p m

CIRO NIN ANT
IF LATTA Off AWN

GOSHEN METHODIST
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10-00•m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10,00 •.m.
Sunday Priesthood
11 - 10•m
Sunday School
12,10 p.m.
Sacrament Meeting

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 -00•in
Morning Worahip
946 a in

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHNS EPISCOPAL
10-30 sin
Worship
9,00 a.m.
Sunday School
1200 p m
'Nasdaq

moommorr

NEW CONCORD
9 50 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
9.on
Bibb, Cl.....
7 pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9-00•m
Bible Stud7,.
1000 •.m & 6700 p.m.
Worship
Wed. Bible Study
700 pm

FREEDOM HOUSE
10.00•m
Sunday School
11:00 •.m
Worahip

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Wondup
10,46 cm
600 p in
Evening Worship

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
1000•in
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 600 p in

MT. HEBRON
10-00 am
Worship
Sunday School
1100..m.
PALESTINE trivrizo
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worahip
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
930 m
Worship
11.00 a m
Sunday Schoil
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
040 a rn
Sundry Schs.o!
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9.00 a.m
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Preaching

SATIRES CHAPEL AME CHURCH
10:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Service

MINIMISE
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m
Wedneaday Worship

PIATICCOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m. & 6.00 p.m
Church
700 p m
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship Service
5,00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m
Wedneaday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m & 6:30 p.m.
Wonship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 700 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
II em.& 6 p.m.
Worishup
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
Worehm
7:00 p in.
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
II a.m. &(pm
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6:00 pm
Saturday Evening
10•30•m. & 6 p.m
Woraln p
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 am
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Wondup & Service
10 am
Worship Sun 6 co m & Wed. 7 p m
1 WHITT CHRISTIAN CENTER
10-00•in
Sunday School
Worship
10.50•in & 6 p
Wednesday Woralup
7 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship Service
11 00-7 30 p.m

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10-00 •.m.
Sunday School
11.00•m
Morning Worship

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9.30 sm
1046 am
Worship

KIRESEY UNTIED
10,00 •.m
Sunday School
Morning Wonihip
11 -00 •.m

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
1000 am
Sunday School
Worship Sersor
1100•m

LYNN GROVE
900. on
Sunday School
Morning Worahm
9 30 a in

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10:30 •.m
Wor•hip Sunday
Children's Sunday School 11 -00 a.m.

MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 •.m.
Sunday School
1100 •.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
900 a.m
Worship Service
1030 a.m
Sunday School
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
1000 •.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Wednesday Youth Service 6-30 pm

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
1000•m
Sunday School
11 00 am
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1000•m
Sunday School
1 a m. & p m
Worship Service
UNITY CUMBERLAND
10-00• m
Sunday School
11.00 •m.& 630pm
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
/
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Parker Ford
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Murray Appliance
and TV
"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St. • 753-1586
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13
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CO.
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Thornton Tile and Marble
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

753-3540

East Main Street

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 Timothy 4:7

10%
Discount

Murray
753-9383

with Church
Bulletin
IMLAPCM1D

,6our

%to°P(41. neci"'%,

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707 W. Mob • Murray •270-7534962

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
h
Professional Carr with a Personal Tou,

208 S.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-9500

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where 1 am.
— John 14:3
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ClordOndlethes
have tor of music with Joan Bowkchurches
Various
released information concerning er as organist who will give
their worship services for the an organ/piano duet at the second service. Acolytes will be
coining weekend as follows:
Goshen Methodist: Rev. Julie Revell and Nicholas
Mark Earheart. pastor, will Alexander with Jennifer Revspeak about "Why Me?" with ell as acolyte parent. Also assistscripture from Luke 24:13-36 ing will be Rev. Bob Saywell,
at the 9 a.m worship service minister of visitation, Gary
with Tom Villaflor as the pas- Vacca, Becky Watts and Dick
tor's assistant. Betty Lawrence, Giuretson
Glendale Road Church of
Jesse Lewis and Becky Millet
will be greeters. Serving as Christ: Garry Evans, involveacolytes will be Elizabeth and ment minister, will speak about
Nicholas Brunn. Children's "Today" with scripture from
church will be directed by Tina Joshua 24:14-15 at the 9 a.m.
Sexton. Apnl Arnold will direct worship service and Nick
the choir Pat Brunn, Renee Hutchens, youth minister, will
Doyle and Carla Halkias as speak about "Blessings: A Two
accompanists. Sunday School Way Street" with scripture from
with Tim Chaney as superin- Genesis 12:1-3 at the 6 p.m.
tendent will be at 10:15 a.m. worship service. Leading the
The night service and the song service will be Joe Phillips
Goshcn-Kirksey youth will be at the morning hour and Bob
at Kirksey United Methodist Beecher at the evening hour.
Also assisting will be Tommy
Church at 6 p.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Trad Carraway, Ron McNutt. Fred
York will speak at the wor- Douglas, Steve Roberson,
ship services at 8, 9:15 and Michael Russo, Joe Crawford,
10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday Mike Morgan, Andrew Falwell,
school will be held during all Jacob Falwell and John cherthree morning worship times. ry A short worship service
Sunday evening service will will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
the Lord's Supper will be al classes at 10:15 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Rev.
6 p.m.
First United Methodist: Martin Severns, pastor, will
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor, speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
will speak about "Jesus Says, a.m. and 6 p.m worship serv'Go'!" with scripture from ices. Jeff Prater is minister of
Matthew 28:16 and Acts 1:7- music and Misty Williams and
11 at the Early Light service Kathy Thweatt are accompaat 8:45 a.m and the tradition- nists. The ordinance of The
al worship service at 11 a m. Lord's Supper will be observed
Dr. Pamela Wurgler is direc- at the morning hour. Assisting

will be Mike Daniel, deacon
of the week,Tim Wiliams, yokefellow, and Ron James for Sunday School report. Sunday
School will be at 9:40 a.m.
North Pleasant Grove
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev. Charles Westfall, minister, will speak about "A Walk
To Remember" with scripture
from Luke 24:13-35 will speak
at the II am, worship service. Carnme Cain will be song
leader with Margaret Nell Boyd
as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "How Can You
Mend A Broken Heart?" with
scnpture from Lake 24:13-35
at the 10:15 a.m, worship service Assisting will be Amanda
Carter, worship leader; Dave
Eldredge and Don Chamberlain, elders; Larry Benton, Tory
Daughrity, Theda Farris, Rebecca Landolt, Eric Roberts and
Don Wilson, diaconate.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m, and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
Stephanie
accompanists.
Roberts will sing a selection
Eddie
service.
morning
the
at
Morris will give the children's
sermon. Micah Sugg is youth
director. Assisting will be
Jimmy Hale, deacon of the
week, and Walter Bell, Jason

What would Jesus say? The Word or the law
Question: Why do we need
the Bible and Jesus to tell
us what is right or wrong?
Why can't
each person
be allowed
to do the
loving thing
depending
on each situation?
Answer:
Your ques
tion raises a
Wkat Would very cornJesus Do? plea issue
that is diffiBy Richard
to
Youngblood, cult
address in a
Minister at
short article.
University
indicatedEven Jesus
Church of
there
that
are some situations in which
a higher jaw should prevail.
For example, when the disciples of Jesus were accused of
violating the Sabbath law by
picking grain to eat on a Sabbath day, Jesus defended them.
He referred to the time that
David and his men were fleeing from King Saul and desperately needed food; so they
ate bread from the tabernacle
that was supposed to be eaten
only by the priests. Jesus then
added, "If you had known what
these words mean, 'I desire
mercy, not sacrifice,' you would
not have condemned the innocent" (Matthew 12:7).
However, venous problems
are created when we cut ourselves away from all moral
absolutes in preference for each
individual's unguided feelings
of love. We need the guidance of something like the Ten
Commandments and the teachings of Jesus to serve as a

grounding point. Almost everyday our news media report the
tragic result when biblical concepts of right and wrong with
regard to things like sexual
relationships, lying stealing and
killing are rejected.
If followed consistently, a
rejection of all moral absolutes
will lead to a world where
there can be little personal
accountability When each act
is judged in light of its spcCifiC situation only, we have
no way to hold a person
accountable for his misconduct.
A thief or murderer could
always argue that there were
circumstances that made his
actions nght in the given situation. Each person becomes
a law unto himself and accountable to no one outside himself.
Consider this simple illustration. Suppose a friend is
hungry or desperately needs
money that cannot he obtained
through socially acceptable
means. Does this mean that
stealing—as a last resort--to
meet this urgent need is the nght
thing to do? Although stealing violates both civil law and
biblical standards of morality,
some would say it is justified
on the basis of each individual's subjective love for the
desperate friend.
However,this reasoning raises some interesting questions.
Doesn't the person stolen from
also have a nght to be loved?
What if someone who loved
that person saw the thief and
pulled a gun on him? On the
basis of his personal love for
the victim would he have the
right in this situation to shoot
What if the thief
the thief
had a gun, does he have a

right to defend himself by shooting first? This whole scenario
where each individual has a
right to decide what is the loving and the right action in
each situation apart from any
common standard of morality,
creates a chaotic world.
However, the Bible does
teach that love is the basis for
morality when properly guided bef=ais standard of
The apostle
ri ght
-Let no debt remain
Paul
outstanding, except the continuing debt to love one another, for he who loves his fellowman has fulfilled the law
The commandments, 'Do not
commit adultery,' 'Do not murder,' 'Do not steal,' Do not
covet,' and whatever other commandment there may be, are
summed up in this one rule:
'Love your neighbor as yourself.' Love does no harm to
its neighbor. Therefore love is
the fulfillment of the law"
(Romans 13:8-10). Only when
love is guided in moral choices by a common standard of
nght and wrong can humanity have any possibility of living in peace and harmony.
Who better to tell us what
is nght and wrong and what
is the loving action to take
toward all our fellow human
beings than God our creator!
In the interests of love for one
another, may each of us deny
ourselves and submit our will
to his wise guidance!
[Send questions or comments to University Church of
Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray.
KY 42071 or phone 270-7531881. This article is reproweb:
the
on
duced
www.nchrist.org
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McCuiston. Paula Winchester will be at the 6 p.m. servand Jeff Gentry, ushers. Sun- ice. Dee and Kathy Lipford
day School will be at 9:30 will lead the WC,i'ship service
with Hazel Brandon, Susan
a.m.
Mason's Chapel United Reynolds, Dec Lipford and
Methodist: Bro. Alan Trull, Carol Kelly as accompanists.
pastor, will speak about "Come Sunday School for all ages
& Dine" with scripture from will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United
John 21:12-14 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Alyssa Jones, Methodist: Rev. Gene Buryouth director, will present the keen, pastor, will speak about
Youth Moments. The choir will "Where's The Proof" with
sing "Turn Your Eyes Upon scripture from John 20:19-31
Jesus" with Karen Coles and at the 9 a.m, worship service.
Sharon Myatt, accompanists. Musicians will be Ricky CunFrank Coles will be worship ningham and Glenn Hill. Sunleader and Jimmy Myatt wil; day School will be at 10:30
be lay leader with I aury Chris- a.m. Coffee Break and Discusman and Johnny Underwood sion Type Bible Study is each
as ushers. Sunday School will Thursday at 10 a.m.
Good Shepherd United
be at 10 a.m. Jeanine Cauthen
will conduct a Beth Moore Bible Methodist: Rev. Gene BurStudy each Wednesday at 7 keen, pastor, will speak about
" Come and Dine" with scripp.m.
Hazel United Methodist: ture from John 21:1-17 at the
Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will II a.m, worship service. Judy
speak about "Come & Dine" Lamb will be pianist with
with scripture from John 21:12- Denise Schuttler as choir direc/4 at the 9:45 a.m. worship tor. Sunday School will be at
service. Johnna Nance will be 10 a.m.
of
Church
University
in charge of Children's Church.
Toni Jones is accompanist and Christ: Charlie Bazzell, minLW. Jones is worship leader. ister, will speak about "The
Open Communion will be Discipline of Simplicity" with
served. Sunday School will be scripture from Philippians 4:1/
at the 10 a.m. worship servat II a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist ice and Richard Youngblood,
Church: Bro. Dennis Norvell, minister, will speak about "You
pastor, will speak about "Where Are What You Think" with
Is Your Treasure" with scrip- scripture from Philippians 4:8ture from Matthew 6:19-24 at 9 at the 5 p.m. worship servthe 8:45 and 11 a.m, worship ice. Assisting will be Kent Herservices. The Arizona Mission rington. worship leader, Keith
team will share about their Hays and Tim Pittman. Bible
recent mission trip and the reg- classes will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Rev.
ular monthly business meeting

In our

CHURCHES

Transitional pastor begins service
Dr. Henry Webb will begin
his service as transitional pastor of First Baptist Church on
Sunday. He will speak about
"Waiting for the Dawn" with
scripture from Luke 24:13-13
at the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m.
worship services and also will
speak at the 6 p.m. worship
services.
Also during both morning
services, Dwain and Debbie
Bell will give a Brazil Mission Trip Testimony
Kent Jackson, interim minister of music, will direct the
music with Lucretia Jackson

and Marlaret Wilkins as accompanists. The sanctuary choir will
sing "With All My Heart" and
Eleanor Spry will sing a solo,
"There Is a Balm in Gilead"
at the seCond service.
The ordinance of baptism
for Jordan Lax and Dillon Garland will be at the first service.
Assisting will be Boyd
Smith, associate pastor of students, Joe Rowland and Gary
W. Jones, deacons, and Raymond Sims and Bert Siebold.
Sunday School will be at
945

•

•••

WM Home Builders
Built by Charlie Warren and Kyle Warren

(270) 293-0139

41111-1
11-11
I

To reserve an ad for your business
call Crystal, Brittney or Chris
by noon on Monday, April 7th.

MISSES SPRING 2006
LAKEN PEAL k ALLIE THOMPSON

Dr. Henry Webb

Photo provided:
CONCERT SUNDAY: The Calied Out Quartet from Music City USA will be in concert Sunday'
at 6 p.m at Westside Baptist Church. 207 Robertson Rd. South. Murray The quartet has been:
sharing their message in song for over five years and now feature their music through the talents of a piano and bass guitar player. The church invites the public to attend.

The 34th Annual
Miss Spring section
will be published
later this month.

• • :;• :

Jim Simmons will speak at
10 a.m. and 6 pm. worship se
ices. Aaron Tribou is minis
of music with Bobbie Burk
I
as pianist. Sunday School
be at 9 a.m. and youth a
children's activities will begin
at 5 p.m
Westside Baptist: Reg.
Glynn M. On, pastor, will,
speak about "The Promise
the Resurrection" with scrirr
ture from I Peter 1:3-9, 18..
2/ at the 10:30 a.m, worship
service. Tommy Scott is Mutc.
director. The choir will sing,
"My Life Is In Your Handa".
and the quartet of John Scott,
Jonathan Burgess, Tommy Hoke
and Danny Richerson at the
morning hour. Assisting will
be Danny Cunningham and
Steve Smith, deacons of the
week. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m and the Called:
Out Quartet of Hendersonville,:
Tenn., will he in concert at 6.
p.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev.:
David Montgomery, co-pastor,'
will speak about 'The Heart:
of the Matter" with scripture
from Acts 2:14a at the 1045,
a.m. worship service. Todd Hill;
is choir director with Lee Kern!
as pianist. Assisting will be:
Rev. Dr. Ann Marie Mont-:
gomery, co-pastor, Donald
Fleming, Jean Lindsey and Jack
and Beth Belote, ushers; Charles
Lamb, Kathie and Don Fleming, Deanna Wolf, Carol Allen
and Eric Frederick, communion servers. Sunday School will,
be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean.
worship at 4 p.m.

270-753-1916

LERER&TIMES

An efficient and affordable floor plan comes to life in this
traditional brick home This is the perfect home for anyone
lust starting out or for the "empty-nester.Features:
-Living Room: This open room boasts a media center.
•Ihning Room The living room leads to this spacious room
with a beautiful hay window that looks out into the backyard
'Kitchen: This kitchen has a raised has and a pantry
•Three Bedrooms & 2 Bathrooms
•Large Lots
.2 Car Garage Attached

I
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A Blue Mourning
THOUSANDS ATTEND PUBLIC VIEWING FOR KEIGHTLEY

En REINKE /AP
Louisville coach, and former Kentucky Coach Rick Pitino pauses
while speaking at a memorial service for former Kentucky equipment Manager Bill Keightley in Lexington Thursday.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- When Rick
Pitino was in the process of becoming
Louisville's head coach back in 2001, the
last call he made before taking the job was
to longtime Kentucky equipment manager
Bill Keightley.
It may have been one of the more nervewracking moments of Pitino's life. One of
the things Pitino knew you never wanted to
do was disappoint the man nicknamed "Mr.
Wildcat" for his deep devotion to college

basketball's all-time winningest program.
"He said, 'Son, have you lost your damn
rnind," Pitino said with a laugh. "I told
him, 'Mr. Bill, I'm serious,' and he said,
'Son, have you lost your damn mind."
Keightley ultimately, perhaps begrudgingly gave Pitino his blessing. There were
few things Keightley held in higher esteem
than the Wildcats. The personal friendships
he made during 48 seasons on the sidelines
were among them.

About 3,000 people — from family
members to former players and coaches to
fans dressed in Kentucky blue rather than
traditional black -- paid their final respects
to Keightley at Rupp Arena Thursday.
Keightley died Monday in Cincinnati ty00
.1
internal bleeding caused by a previously
undiagnosed tumor at age 81.
Keighdey's casket was placed at center
court at Rupp Arena, the chair at the front of
U See KEIGHTLEY,28

HILLTOPPER HOOPS

PREP HOOPS

Cunningham's plans still
include balm'for Racers
JUNIOR LADY LAKER
HAS YET TO HEAR FROM
NEW COACH CROSS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Calloway County forward and Murray
State commitment Kayla Cunningham
said Thursday she still wants to be a
Racer, despite the recent defection of former head coach Jody Adams to Wichita
State.
Adams played a large part in the
recruitment of the versatile 6-foot-2 forward, but was announced as the new head
coach at Wichita State on March 26, leaving Cunningham and three signees to
decide whether or not they wanted to
• honor commitments made to Murray
State.
For Cunningham's part, she would still
like to don the blue and gold after her senior year at Calloway, and is waiting to
hear from new head enema Rob cross,
who was also integral in her recruitment.
"I really like Coach Cross and I would
be excited about playing for him," she
said. "I've known him since I was
younger and he was the one I was hoping
they would hire."
Cunningham and Cross have crossed
paths over the years during the longtime
assistant coach's I3-year tenure at MSU.
Calloway has taken part in numerous First
Region Tournaments hosted at Murray
State and recently hosted their own
Chnstmas tournament at the Regional
Special Events Center.
Now, the Lady Laker two-sport star is
busy playing softball, as well as the waiting game. NCAA regulations forbid Cross
or any member of the Racer coaching
staff from contacting high school juniors
such as Cunningham until April 10, NISU
assistant athletic director Scott Hobbs
" confirmed.
Regulations state that no recruitment
• phone calls are allowed until the
Thursday after the NCAA Women's Final
Four (April 10). and coaches are given
- one phone call per prospect lot the
remainder of the month of April.
But Cunningham is confident that
she'll hear from Cross as soon as regulations allow contact.
"I'm sure I'll gets call," she said.
The news of Adams'departure came as
quite a surprise to Cunningham, who
heard about the coach's latest career move
from 3 teammate.
"I heard about it at softball practice.'
she said. "Sam Butts mentioned some- thing about it to Meagan (Starks). They
thought I knew about it and I didn't. My
dad told me the whole story later that
night."
It wasn't the way Cunningham would
have preferred to receive the news from a
coach who had assured her she would
remain at Murray State.
"It kind of caught me off guard," said
the first-team All-Purchase selection.
"When I talked to her, she said she would
only leave for Tennessee and that she
wanted to coach with Pat Sununitt. I
understood her decision, but I was a little
disappointed."
When she heard the news of Adams'

COACHING SEARCH WON'T
INCLUDE BOBBY KNIGHT
BOWLING GREEN, K y. Knight."
(AP) -- Western Kentucky's
Selig said he wasn't sure how
search for a new basketball the rumor got started, though he
coach won't include Bob was "flattered" that Knight's
Knight.
name would be mentioned in
Athletic director Wood Selig conjunction with the school.
said there was no truth to specuSpeaking at a forum in
lation that Knight, the win- College Station, Texas, on
ningest coach in men's NCAA Wednesday night, Knight didn't
Division I history with 902 vic- role out a return to coaching.
tories, would replace Damn
"I don't know," Knight said.
Horn.
"I enjoyed coaching (but) I like
Horn left Western Kentucky
fishing. I like helping my wife
earlier this week to become the
around the house ... nobody
head coach at South Carolina.
could have enjoyed coaching
said
he
and
university
Selig
and the people I've gotten to
president Gary Ransdell felt
know more than I have."
compelled to come forward on
Knight resigned from Texas
Wednesday after feeling the
speculation about Knight got out Tech in February and will do
some analysis for ESPN during
of hand.
"We were getting inundated the Final Four this weekend in
and it was hampering our entire San Antonio.
.
Selig said he expects to bring
search process," Selig said in a
phone interview Thursday after- in four or five candidates for onnoon. "There was never any campus interviews and hopes to
contact, direct or indirect, name Horn's replacement in the
between WKU and coach next 10 days.

ST. LOUIS 3, COLORADO 0

Thompson taps into
Rockies, leads
Cardinals to win
REDBIRD PITCHER ALLOWS
SIX HITS, TWO WALKS
TOMMY DILLARD / Lodger & T1mes
Calloway County forward Kayla Cunningham says she still wants to play for
Murray State, despite the departure of head coach Jody Adams. According to
NCAA regulations, new head coach Rob Cross cannot contact Cunningham
until April 10.
departure, Cunningham said she didn't
know whether she would still want to play
for Murray State But when Cross was
hired, she was reassured.
"I didn't know of anyone else they
were considering," she said. "But I've
talked to Rob and I know what kind of
person he is and I would feel comfortable
playing for him."
Before committing to Murray State,
she said she also considered playing for
Western Kentucky and head coach Mary
Taylor Cowles, whom she fonned a relas
tionstup with through camps she attended
on the WKU campus.
Cunningham finished her junior season at Calloway averaging 13.3 points
and 7.2 rebounds per game. She figures to
lead the Lady Lakers, who lose three
starters to graduation, next season

Wills will stay put
Calloway County girls' basketball
head coach Scott Swills is not Interested
in serving as an assistant coach at Murray
State, he said Thursday.
Since Cross was announced as the next
Racer head coach on Monday, circulating
rumors named Sivills..as a possible candidate for an assistant's position.
Sivills effectively squelched those
rumors, however.
"I've heard that too, but there's nothing going on," said the 10-year Lady
Laker head man."My loyalty is 100 percent Calloway County."
Cross is charged with assembling an
entire coaching staff. In his introductory
press conference, he said he was looking
to hire a former player to fill one of the
openings.

Adams wins First Region award
Report
CCHS SENIOR EARNS StaffCalloway
County

SPORTSMANSHIP
HONOR, NOW IN
RUNNING FOR
SCHOLARSHIP

WKU saying
no to Knight

senior
center Rachel Adams is the
First Region winner of the
Fore ht
Clroup/KHSAA
Sportsmanship Award. She is
now in competition with the
winners from the other 15

regions for a $3,000 scholarship,
which
will
be
announced on April 27.
The criteria for this award
include academic excellence.
leadership example and good
sportsmanship. The applicant
must write a personal narra-

twe addressing his/her views
on how involvement in sports
has taught you to be a leader
why involvement in

and

sports is important as you
work toward your goals in
life.

ST. LOUIS (AF') -- Brad
Thompson had a career-high six
strikeouts in 6 2-3 innings and
the St. Louis Cardinals beat the
Colorado Rockies 3-0 Thursday.
The Cardinals took two of
three from the defending NL
champions, who totaled five
runs in the series. Colorado was
3-for-25 with runners in scoring
position, two of the hits coming
in the finale, but Todd Helton
was thrown out at the plate in
the sixth.
Thompson (1-0), a sinkerball
specialist and swingman who's
in the rotation while the
Cardinals await several injured
starters, walked two and allowed
six hits. He also had his first
JEFF ROBERSON !AP
career RBI.
Rockies starter Ubaldo St. Louis starting pitcher Brad
Jimenez (0-1) was in trouble Thompson ttrows during the
throughout a five-inning stint, second inning against the
allowing three runs and seven Colorado Rockies Thursday
hits. He walked five, struck out in St. Louis. The Cardinals
four and threw two wild pitches. won 3-0.
Rick Ankiel and Troy Claus
Albert Pujols wrapped up a
had RBI singles in the third as
5-for-10, three-walk series with
the Cardinals opened the inning two hits for the Cardinals,
with four straight base hits.
whose string of 165 consecutive
Thompson, a career .176 hitter regular-season sellouts ended
with 16 strikeouts in 34 at-bats with an announced attendance
after fanning his first two trips, of 39,915 Wednesday night. The
singled in a run in the fifth after crowd was listed at 33,748 for
Jimenez issued two-out walks to the series finale at new Busch
Ryan Ludwick and Jason Stadium, which opened in 2006.
LaRue.
Matt Holliday was I-for-10
Anthony Reyes, who made in the season-opening series for
the team as a reliever after going the Rockies. Before this week he
2-14 last year, struck out the top had been a .483 hitter (14-forof the Rockies lineup in order in 29)in two-plus seasons at Busch
eighth
and
Jason with five homers and seven
the
Isringhausen earned his fist RBIs.
save.
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UK assistant
Niya Butts
named Arizona
Women's coach
TUCSON, Ariz.(AP) — The
University of Arizona has
named Niya Butts, Kentucky
associate coach and a former
star on Tennessee teams that
w.on back-to-back NCAA championships. as its new women's
basketball coach.
Butts
replaces
loan
Borivicini, who was fired last
month after coaching the
Wildcats for 17 seasons.
7-7Butts concentrated on workingwith the guards at Kentucky,
Which finished 17-16 and made
a school-record fourth straight
postseason appearance, playing
in the women's NIT.
Butts was the Southeastern
Conference defensive player of
the year in 1997 on Tennessee's
NCAA championship team that
year and the next.
. • The 30-year-old coached at
.Michigan State for one year,
Tennessee Tech for two seasons
and joined the Kentucky staff in
2003.
A native of Americus, Ga.,
Butts earned a bachelor's degree
in social work at Tennessee and
a master's in education from
Tennessee Tech.
Bonvicini compiled a 287.223 record at Arizona and has an
overall record of 612-294 as a
..college coach, but finished 2963 in her final three seasons.
The Wildcats finished 4-14 in
the - Pacific-10 Conference last
season and 10-20 overall.
The Arizona Wildcats' last
NCAA Tournament appearance
was in 2005. Bonvicini coached
for a dozen years at Long Beach
State previously.
Arizona Athletic Director Jim
Livengood said Butts 'brings
playing experience, championship experience, coaching and
recruiting expenence z.nd a
bright, young mind.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All 'line. COT
East Owlets's,
W
L Pct GB
Boston
3
1 750
New York
2
1 1367
1/2
Baltimore
1
1
1.500
Tampa Bay
1
1 500
1
Toronto
1
2.333 1 1/2

Central Division
W L Pet

GB
3 01 000 1
2
1 667
1
2 333
2
1
3 250 2 1/2
0 3 000
3
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
3
I 750
Seattle
2
1 667 1/2
Texas
1
2.333 1 1/2
1
Oakland
3 250
2
Kansas City
Cle,clard
Chicago
Minnesota
Dolma

Bryce Pope (center) passed his blackbelt test this past March. He is pictured with Mark
Wilson (left), a fifth degree black belt and Vic Milner (right), eighth degree black belt.

FINAL FOUR

Memphis hopes to make its point
or maybe 100 — against UCLA
SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
Should be easy to tell who wins
the UCLA-Memphis game. Just
look at the scoreboard.
If Memphis puts up 80
points, the Tigers are in good
shape. At 90, they're pretty
much set. Al 100, it's a virtual
lock.
As much as the Final Four
matchup will become a showcase for freshmen Derrick Rose
and Kevin Love, the first of
Saturday's semifinals also will
be a test of tactics.
Can coach John Calipari's
suddenly chic "dribble drive
motion" offense break down
UCLA's coach Ben Howland's
rugged defense?
"All we're going to do is
have fun," Calipari said
Thursday. "If it leads us to
something good on Monday
night. have at it, we're going to

have a ball. 1 want these kids to
feel nothing but, 'Let's go play,
show what we're about. Let's
make statements.'
"But the biggest thing is
when they watch us we're hugging each other, we're smiling,"
he said. "If they're sail there and
you watch them and you say,
'Wow, that team has more fun
than any other team,' then I've
done my job. That's what I'm
trying to do."
That, and help lead the Tigers
(37-1)to their first NCAA men's
basketball championship.
Memphis looks to score in a
hurry, either off the break or its
normal set, leaving the middle
open and encouraging Rose, AllAmerica guard Chris DouglasRoberts or anyone to take the
ball to the basket and create a
play.
"Calipan. I think, said
they're kind of like Princeton on
steroids.. Thity'r* going to be
•The CCHS boys basketball banquet is scheduled for April 27. very tough to defend," Lote
2008 at Keniake State Resort Park from 2-5 p.m. The cost is $15 per said.
guest. There is no charge tor players or cheerleaders. Please make
It's worked well for them this
reservations to Christie Arnold at (270) 436-2132 or email at chnstoseason, with the Tigers sconng
pher0wk.net. All reservations need In be mace by April 14
90 points on eight occasions and
II The Marshall County Parks First Annual Men's Open ASA Slow topping 100 three times.
Pitch Spnng Fling Softball Tournament will be held Fnday. April 4
UCLA. meanwhile, has not
through Saturday, April 5 at Mike Mille. County Park Field No 5. It MI reached 100 points in a game
be a double elimination bracket with all games starting Friday evening. since December 2002. The
Cali Troy Kirkendall at 527-5284 to register or if you have any questions. Bruins never even scored 90 this
Rae-out dales are April 11-12 There is an 8-team limit, so register today.
season.
That's fine with Love. Darren
II The 2008 CABA 18 and under aluminum bat world senes will be
held on July 27 thru Aug. 3 at the Cone Perk baseball complex in Collison and their teammates.
UCLA(35-3) is makiag its third
Struthers, Ohio. Teams can register for the world series at
www.cababaseball.com or wwwyoungslowndassb corn. If you you
straight appearance in the Final
'need more information on the world senes contact Ken Quinn at (330) Four, and the Bruins have done
755-5676.
it mostly by jamming up their
Opponents — two weeks ago,
•The SUPERBASS Kentucky LBL Division Tournament will be hid they
held
overmatched
on Kentucky Lake Sunday, April 6 from 6:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. There IS•
Mississippi Valley State to 29
$120 entry fee and anglers will launch from Kenlake Marina. Visit
points, the fewest in the NCAA
1:.*itit.s5perbassloumaments corn for more details
tournament since 1946.
-e;• • Ji Calloway County will hold its volleyball camp .April 26 from 9 a.m.
Witness what happened two
1:::tp:ctioon at the CCHS gymnasium The camp is for girls in 5th through
seasons ago when UCLA twice
:191tilirade and there is a $25 registration cost if you register before April
played Memphis. In November
-:14.4.30 after April 15. Registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. For more infix- at Madison Square Garden, the
::: yiwiltbr call Kim Phillips after 2 p.m. at 227-8619.
Tigers a In 88-80; that March in
a regional final. the Bruins won
•
- Miller Mernonal Gott Course is prepanng to start Its golf clinics for
-therspnriti. The Junior Got! Clinic will begin on Monday, April 14 at 5:00 50-45.
"The key between those two
the Ladies Gott Clinic will be on Thursday evenings, beginning
:-.110-Aptil 17 at 5:15 pm. Each clinic will run for six weeks The cost for games was our defensive effort.
.
?.711;irstors is $.65 and ladies is $80.
We didn't play nearly as good
Instruction will be tailored to the individuals golfing ability and eve- defense when we played in the
deride. For more information. ce to sign up. call the Pro Shop at 809- Garden against them That's
2238
why the score was so high,"
Collison said this week.

.SportsBriefs

Send Sports Plc u e
And Scores

ERIC GAY / AP
Memphis head basketball
coach John Galician smiles
during a practice session at
Trinity University in preparations for the NCAA Final
San
Four
in
Antonio
Thursday. Memphis will play
UCLA in the semifinals of the
tournament Saturday.
"In the tournament, we
played extremely well on the
defensive end and the score was
low. That was one
the games
that identified us as a defensive
team. That's the type of effort
we're going to need to win this
game," he said.
UCLA did fine Thursday, at
least in a test run. While the
teams practiced at gyms elsewhere,
workers
at
the
Alamodome checked out the
scoreboard. When the horn went
off after a first-half time trial, it
showed the Bruins leading 4130.
Come Saturday, UCLA will
get its first look at Rose. A thirdteam All-America guard, he
probably will play his final college game in the next few days.
Extremely athletic at 6-foot-3.
he already has an NBA body and
skills.
UCLA prefers to play manto-man much more than zone.
and Collison will likely start out
Russell
guarding
Rose.
Westbrook and others should get
a turn, too.
"He reminds me of Jason
Kidd. He has a Jason Kidd-type
body, he's so strong and physical." Howland said."He defends
like Kidd and he's a much better
shooter al the same stage. I can't
think of higher praise because I
love Kidd"
If and when Rose breaks
clear, the 6-foot-10 Love figures
lobe waiting for him in the lane.
They have different games,
but Love and Rose share one
trait: While freshmen often wear
down during a long season,
they've gotten better through
March and into April.
From far away, Love has
managed to monitor Rose.

MICHAEL DANN

TOMMY DULLARD
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"He's been doing a great job.
I watched a couple interviews
with him earlier in the year. He
mentioned that at first there was
a little bit ofjealousy and he didn't know really where he fit in."
he said. "But hey, he blossomed,
no pun intended with the rose
thing."

Thursday's Barnes
Chicago White Sox 2. Cleveland 1
Kansas City 4. Detroit 1
L.A Angels 5. Minnesota 4
N.Y Yankees 3, loronto 2
Tampa Bay ar Baltimore, ppd Rain
Friday's Gents
Chicago White Sax (Contreras 10-17)
at Detroit (Robertson 9-13), 1205 p m
Tampa Say (Sonnanatine 6-101 at N Y.
Yankees (Kennedy 1-0), 605 p m.
Seattle (Washburn 10-15) al Baltimore
(I:easel 6-81, 605 p.m
Boston (Wakehekt 17-12) at Toronto
(Marcum 12.61,6 15 pm
Kansas City (Bale 1-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 9-9), 7 10 p.m
Cleveland (Byrd 15-8) at Oaklarsd
(Duchscherer 3-31, 9:05 pm
Texas (Gabbard 6-1) at LA Angels
(Moseley 4-3), 906 pm
Saturday's Gaines
Tamps Bay (Jackson 0-01 at N Y.
Yankees (Pettit% 0-01, 12 05 p.m
Boston (Buchholz 0-0) at Toronto
(Chad) eo), 12:07 p.m.
Kansas Coy(Mech.0-0) at Minnesota
(Hernandez i-0), 110 p m
Chicago Whits Sox (0 Floyd 0-0) at
Detroit (While 0-0), 255 pull
Cleveland (Sabathia 0-0) at Oakland
(Evelencl 0-0), 3:05 pm
Seattle (Batista 0-0) itt Baltimore
(Gultsne 0-1), 605 p.m
Texas (Millwood 0-1) at LA Angels
Weaver 0-11.1305 pin
Sunday's Barnes
Tampa Bay at NV Yankees, 1205 p.m
Boston at Toronto. 1207 p.m
Seattle at Baltimore, 12 35 pm
Kansas City at Minnesota, 110 p.m
Texas at L A. Angels, 2:35 p.m
Cleveland al Oakland, 3:64 p.m
Chicago White Sox al Detroit, 705 p.m.

National League Standings
By The Associated Press
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Washingtoc
3
1 750
New York
2 1 587 1/2
Philadelphia
1
2.333 11/2
1
2 333 1 1i2
Florida
1
Atlanta
3 250
2

Centrei Division
W L Pet
2
1 667
2
1.667
2 1667
2 1 867
I
2 333
1
3 250
West Division
W
L Pet
San Diego
3 1 750
2 1667
Los Angeles
San Francisco
1
2 333
Colorado
1
2 333
1
2 333
Arizona
St Louis
Cincinnati
Milwaukee
Psttsbusgh
Chicago
Houston

Advertisers se
Ito first swerti
error Murray
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1
1 1/2
CAB
1/2
1 1/2
1 1/2
1 1/2

Thursday's Games
Caxannati 3. Arizona 2
Phrlacielp(na 8. Washington 7, 10
innings
St Louis 3. Colorado 0
Chicago Cubs 6, Mihkaukee 3
San Diego 3. Houston 2
Pittsburgh 4. Atlanta 3. 10 innings
Friday's Games
San Francisco (Sanchez 1-5) at
Milwaukee (Vslianueva 351, 1.05 p nu
Houston (Sampson 7-8) at Chicago
Cube (Hill 11-8), 1,20 p.m
Arizona (Owings 8-8) at Colorado
(Redman 2-4), 3:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Morris 10-11) et Florida
(Olsen 10-151, 8'10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Kendrick 10-4) at
Cincinnati (Fogg 10-9), 6:10 p.m
NV Mats (Maine 15-10) at Atlanta
(1 Hudson 16-101.635 p.m
Washington (Perez 8-11) at SI Louis
(Cooper 12-12), 7.15 pm
I A Dodgers (Kuroda 0-0) at San
Diego (Gemnino 7.10), 9.05 p on
Saturday's Ganes
Houston 10swalt 0-11 at Chicago Cabs
(Marquis 0-01, 12 05 p m.
San Francisco (Coneaa 0-0) at
Milwaukee (Parra 0-0), 1205 p.m
Washington (Chico 0-0) al St Louis
(Wainwright 0-0), 12'10 p.m
Phitadelptaa (Eaton 0-0) at Calmness
(Rarang 0-11, 12 10 p m
N Y Meta (Pelhey 0-0) at Atlanta
(Glavin° 0-01, 2:55 pm
L.A. Dodgers(Penny 1-01 at San Diego
(Peavy 1-0), 2.55 pm
Pittsburgh (Maholin 0-01 at Honda
(Hendrickson 0-11,6.10 pm
Ansonia (Webb 1-01 at Colorado
(Francis 0-01, 705 pm
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh at Florida, 12:10 p m
Philadelphia at Cincinnati. 12 15 p.m.
N V M713:ttlanta, 12:35 p rra
at Ielewsukee. I 06 p m
at St Louis, 115 pm
7,1
,NrIgangit
14
Housten
Chicago Cube, t:20 p.m.
Asizona at Colorado, 206 p.m.
LA Dodgers at San Diego, 305 pm
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•Keightley
From Pawl 18
the Kentucky bench wrapped in
a ceremonial blue ribbon. A
series of snapshots taken during
Keightley's career with the
Wildcats played on the arena's
Iwo JumboTrons during the service, which ended with a rendition
of"My Old Kentucky Home."
It was the kind of send-off
normally reserved for heads of
state, and in a way that's what
Keightley was. For nearly five
decades he helped run the
Wildcats like a benevolent uncle,
always there with a smile, a hug
or a joke destined to he funny,
corny or both.
'There's never been a greater
assist man in the history of anything," said current Kentucky
coach Billy Gillispie,• who
choked back tears while telling
stones of the man who helped
make him feel at ease under the
sometimes unforgiving microscope that comes with coaching
the Wildcats.
Pitino, who coached the
Wildcats to three Final Fours and
the 1996 national title, said his
greatest accomplishment at
Kentucky wasn't cutting down
the nets after winning the championship, but deciding to move
Keightley to the front of the
bench during Pitino's first season at Kentucky in 1989.
"He told me, 'I don't belong
up there, that's for coaches,—
Pitino said. "I told him, well.
you're a coach now."
In a was, Keightley was more
than that. He was an ambassador,
watching the Wildcats play more
than I.400 games under six different coaches and hundreds of
players and witnessing three
national championships. Seasons
came and went, but Keightley
never did.
"I can't ever remember him
not being there," said former
Kentucky guard John Pelphrey,
now the head coach at Arkansas
"He was truly an everyday guy."
It was that sense of devotion
and his approachability that
endeared Keightley to fans.
"He was the heart and soul of
Kentucky basketball to a lot of
people," said Gov. Steve
Beshear."He could be a friend to
anybody and everybody."

Debbie Stephens was standing in a hotel lobby in Atlanta
during
the
Southeastern
Conference men's basketball
tournament last month when
couple from Arkansas stopped
by and asked her about the oldei
man standing a few feet away
with the Kentucky outfit and the
great big smile.
When Stephens told them the
man holding court with about a
dozen
Wildcat fans was
Keightley, the equipment manager of all things, they laughed.
"They thought he was the
governor," Stephens said in an
interview before the memorial
"I told them, 'He could have
been if he wanted to be:'
Stephens smiled as she told
the story. How could she not?
The story was typical Keightley
"He was just the nicest man,'
Charles Watford, who befriended Keightley during decades (it
games at Rupp Arena, said in an
interview as a public viewing
was being held inside before the
service. "When I'd camp out for
Big Blue Madness. he was an
early nser, and he'd come out
and offer us coffee. That's just
the way he was."
100/IY S liNtlia SBONtORID Br
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TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACBIG
3:30 p.m.
SPEED :- NASCAR Spnnt Crap
Senes pole quaSfying kx Samsung
500, at Fort Wolk Texas
BOXING
8 p.m.
ESPN2 - Heavyweaghts
Estrada (11-1-0) vs Lance Wiatakei
(27-1-1), at Lincoln, RI
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour Houston Open sec
not round. at Humble Texas
p.m.
ESPN2
LPGA Kraft Nabisco
Championship second round, at
Rancho Mirage Cell
NBA BASKETBALL
7p
ESPN - San Anta”o at Utah
9:30 p.m.
ESPN
Dallas at L A Lakers
TENNIS
6 p.m.
FSN
ATPNYTA Tour Sony Encsson
Open sornsfinals at Miami Owe and
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Murray-Calloway Coun

y Hoapaal ia melting

proposals to purchase and relocate or demolish and

909 and

professional liability insurance with limit. of not
Ia.. than 91,000.000 and applicable Workman's
Compensation insuninte that cover. all employee*.

Murrsy-Calloway County Hospital reserves the
right to rMect any and all proposals or to waive any
informalities in the proposal promos Proposala will
be accepted until 1000am CST on Friday,
April 11. 2008
at the offict of ni-octor of Plant Operations.

Murray State University is amepting bids Innis outlined contractors for a feed mix & hay storage barn
project, on the campus of Murray State Univereity
Than will be a pre-bid 001401•1101, at 200PM, April
14, 2008. Bide will open April 22. 2008 at 200PM
Contractors may receive•copy of the bid
advertiaement by contacting Steven Stapleton
(2701809-4099 and referencing CC-1698-08

I sc I
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PUBLIC AUCTION
Storage
812 Whitnell Ave

BIN=
Murray High
Booster Club
Al Knights of Columbus.
.Squue Rd

"ft*"
LOST: Chocolate lab
on Coles Campground
Rd. Her name is Lady.
band in one eye.
227-1011.

on the
st

Sat of the month

SWAM

LI

BUSY medico office
has opening for a full
time LPN and NP
Forward resume to
PC. Box 1040-0,
Murray, KY 42071
NAILS Acrylic Full Set
$20.00. Fills $12.00.
Uppercut', 1104 Story
Ave., 753-2887.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do OCOUf.
Readers Using this
intc7'etation do so at
thee own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed lobe reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
UNFORTUNATELY
Sandra D's will be dosing April 4th. I have
appreciated my customers arid enjoyed
serving you. Thanks
spin, Sandra D's
WOULD like to contact
Maxine
Laura
aldUrrney if you have
any Information send
to
PO BOA 592.
Murray, KY 42071

:•;*

Need to tax
your ad?
Our number Is
270-753-1927

CAREGRIVE-R to sit
with elderly couple.
293-9076 leave message or 436-2949
before flpm.

teCtielleMilllastriCerd

Unica Corporation in Fulton, a three shift operation and leading
plastic/paper packaging manufacturer, is seeking motivated individuals to
join our team at our Fulton. KY location in ere following positions.
•Production Workers
Must be 18 years of age
Must be eligible to work in the United States
Must have stable work history
• Infection Mold Technicians
prior experience required
Prerequisite:, for this position include two (2) years minimum experience in
Injection, molding, pneumatics. electrical. PLC's. welding refrigeration, and
overall manufacturing plant maintenance.
We offer a competitive salary and excellent company paid benefits package
including medical, dental. vision, 401(k), and profit sharing

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wtt3Paie 10
murrayledger.COM,

you will be redirected
to •Mtmenvortcom.
By defauk,
Murray and local sh
listings will appear 013
this imbrue
However as a national
embalm, not all hating.
on the pboerwork coin
we pieced through
the Murray Ledger

& Mars. Please call
us if you have eny
question regarding
the Mune)
, wee

job hating' Thank yee
DO you love working
with Idde7
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the pekoe
for you! Full time and
pan time positions
available
APO)
, at.
Wee Care
togs 15lb St.
Murray, KY 42071
(2701753-5227

4M1•111=••••

WIPP
Take the reigns on a million -Jelin operetta!)
as part of our managenweit Iran, You'll get
the support and tinning you need to succeed,
plus the rewards your hard Weft deserves.
We are currently looking for Manager and
Assistant Managers in the Murray, KY area to
join our team Qualified candidates will have
at least one year of management experience an
the quick-service restaurant environment
We offer an attractive compensation and benefits package including health and dental insurance, paid life insurance, 401(k), tuition reimbursement, bonuses and opportunity for
advancement.
Qualified candidates please email your
TeSUMeS torobertspauldingt53@ yahoo.corn or
call Bobby at 270-210-8016.
EEO Employer

MSCB Inc.

Employment Opportunity
Sales and Marketing position available with
MSCB Inc., a company specializing in medical
consulting for over 20 years, located in Pans,
1'N. This individual must possess a strong
desire to succeed sod a sincere determination
to be successful in • fast paced environment.
ideal candidate must be a college graduate and
have 3-5 years of work expenence. preferably
in a sales/marketing position. Individual must
possess strong computer and organizational
skills_ Applicant must be willing to travel, with
frequent overnight stays required. Performance
will be measured against assigned sales objectives with personal generation of sales leads
required Salary. bonus and sales incentive are
provided. Please mail or fax your resume to

MSCB Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
PO. Box 1567
Paris, Tennessee 38242
Fax. 731-644-9576

Employment Opportunity
Administrative Assistant position available
with MSCB Inc.. a company specializing an
medical consulting for over 20 years, located
in Paris. TN. This individual must possess a
strong desire to succeed and a sincere determination to be successful in a fast paced environment. Individual must be a college graduate or
have equivalent work expenence Knowledge
of Microsoft Ewe'. Microsoft Word and Quick
Books are required Competitive salary plus
bonus are provided Please mail or fax your
restifir 10

MSCB Inc.
Attn: Human Resources
P.O Box 1567
Pans, Tennessee 38242
Fax: 731-644-9576
HELP WANTED
Home for the developmentally disabled located
in Paducah. KY has an immediate opening for
a live-in Resident Manager. Individual applicants or couples may apply This is a full time
position with excellent fringe benefits
Housing is provided. Experience in developmental disabilities is preferred. Applicant must
be 21 years of age. Background checks
required for all states resided/worked in over
the past year Please forward resume to Anne
Thurman, Human Resource Director, Four
Rivers Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway.
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled. EOE
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SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
a Purchasing/Logistics
Agent.

5.1•011 To 145-09 KY e0352140
R. GALLD4ORK MURRAY,KY
0.144 TO 12-20-08 KY 90353044
TUCKKR,K1RKSEY, KY
41548 TO 12-3146 KY 011352505
M.OVERBY,MURRAY,KY
5-25.4111 To 12-3148 KY 08352711
LM&M FARMS,MURRAY,KY
5-15418
1-15-0, KY 99351418
T & 8 NEWSOME,MAYFIELD,KY
5-16418 TO 12-15-08 KY 99352472
PALMER BROS,KIRKSEY, KY

This position requires
your involvement in all
levels of the supply
chain. Essential functions include obtaining
materials at the lowest
cost while considering
quality, reliability of
sources and urgency
of delivery. As the successful candidate you
will work with the
Production Scheduler
to bring in product in
support of lean manufactunng. Additionally,
you will interview vendors, select suppliers.
develop RFO's, study
market trends and analyze quotes.

Wage Sla
1/4 vontrect guaranteed, all tools end trump
furnished liousuig prooded tot those beyond commuting
Transportation and subsidence pay. after 104 of contract
completed Apply for this pth 10 lw nearest Kentucky near
et Employment & Training Divisson of Wthtforce
Development Office using job MLitt numbers KY // above
11}1 4 copy tt due advertisement

Please send resume to:

Attn: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1567
Paris, Tennessee 38242
Fax: 731-6.44-9576
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TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

c7tricei

Employment Opportunity
Division Manager position available with
MSCB Inc.. a company spectahung in medical
consulting for over 20 years. located in Paris,
TN. Dux position will be responsible for learn
ing and maintaining established business
processes, managing employees, documenting
division activities and making suggestions for
continuous improvements. Ideal candidate
must have a bachelor's degree in blISI0053 Of
related field. Individual must possess excellent
verbal, wntten. organizational and computer
skills. Previous management expenence is
preferable. Pay is salary plus commission, with
commission based on division performance
Please mail or fax your resume to

like I pa.

SA

Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 pan,• Fax 753-1927
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753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris

Office Hours:

Saturdey April 6th 2008 e8-00 am
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$825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
3 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

LETICA CORPORAllON
do Chris Pans, HR Manager
191 Industrial Park Drive, Fulton, KY 42041
FAX. 270-472-3686
EOE INF/DiNf

Neon Beech Mini

loridip

Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day ['mod
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday tShopping Guide)

911 South tOth Street, Murray, KY

Interested parties most provide documentation of

DEADLINES

Alt,.

68.25 Column

•

remove to an approved landfill houses located at

As

..-

Ad Call the Classified Department at

at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

1 ,1••1•1

R Rivers Internal
Medicine. Paducah.
KY, seeking NP excellent benefits. Fax CV
Morn& to

(270)444-8302.
FULL OR PART time
houestremping. Murray

Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only.

HAMPTON INN &
Suttes- Murray, KY
a looking tor a
Weekend Breakfast
hostess. Must be able
to stand for long periods Must have people skills. Hours MS
be 5.00 am- 12am
Saturday and Sunday.
Competitive wages .
NOW taking applications for all positions
arid all Wits. Apply
In person at Sonic
Orters-4n, TIT 5

12111s

St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus i_onirritssion. Salary will be based on
experience

JACKSON Purchase
Medical Center has an
opening for a full-time
Administrative
Assistant. The candidate should possess
excellent communication and organizational
skills. The candidate
should be proficient
with computers including Microsoft Suite.
Some college education is preferred as
well as experience ins
prolisealonat environment. Excellent benefits package available.
Salary is commensurate with experience.
All resumes should be
submitted by April 14,
2008 to: Jackson
Purchase Medical
Canter, 1099 Medical
Center Circle. Attn
Human Resources,
Mayfield, KY 42066.
E0E/DNAUF

Murray, K1 41071

LOCAL
landscaper
needs pan-time laborers $8.10 hour possible, based di experience. Must be ade to
pass drag test. neat in
Call
appearance
(27(1)293-8923.

SALES ASSOCIATE
Full Time Posttion
Competitive Wages & Benefits
SalesAAarketing -Truck & Auto Accessories

LOCAL. law firm looking for part-time or *Ohms legal secretary
Experience required.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray.

Send resume to:
PA Box i 040-T

Duties / Skills:
•SaWs by Telephone & eCommerce
Bachelor's Degree or 2-4 yrs Sales
'Order Entry/ Customer
.focus/ Teamwork/ Attention to Detail
'Advanced MSOffIce
'Computer Skills/ MottvatecVOrganizanonal
Sires
eriellingness to learn products & pricing
stnictures.
Mail mourn,to:
200 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020
Email: Salesilptiteegle.00m

AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
05/10/88 • 01/15/09
Kelly Farms - Murray. KY DICY11352123
$91.1Hr 75% of total contract hours guaranteed Work tools, supplies & equip provided at
no cost Free housing to workers outside local
commuting area Transixtrtatton & subsistence
expenses provided to non-resident workers at
50% of contract completion Contact nearest
KY Dept of Labor with job order e

CLINICAL ASSOCIATE
Pan time position at the William H. Fuller
Center - Mayfield. Functions as member of
team providing direct services to consumers
and assists in day to day operation, administrative accountability and other duties of the program. Qualifications H.S. Graduate or equivalent, prefer expenence in substance abuse setting
SENT)RESUME TO:
Anne Thurman. Human Resource Director.
Four Rivers Behavioral Health.
42.5 Broadway, Suite 201
Paducah, KY 42001.
Open until filled EOL
IMMM•IMIL

Candidates must have
5+ years of purchasing
experience
Electronics purchasing
arid MRP knowledge is
a plus. Strong communication and computer
skills are required
Sportabie Scoreboards
offers competitive benefits and wages Darnmensurate with expert
once. If you are a
dynamic 'outside the
box- Minket, who
thrrees in a fast paced
environment, submit
your M613014110.
gam
latmelLesen or mail to
Human
Resources.
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray KY 42071.
RETAIL sales, warehouse work. Wang
delivery, customer rolatioes, hie tens position
"Nesse cat for appt.
(2/0)759-4979
NOW hiring servers,
cashiers and pizza
cook Apply in person
St Tom's Pizza after
1:COprn.

111111191IM

PART time RN needed
for busy medical office
with potential for full
time. Send resume to:
PO. Box 630, Murray.
TAKING applications,
cashier/waitress; cook.
Apply
in
persbn:
Karen's Wildcat 4365051
PART time
Housekeeping, day
hours. Susan 4362345
Manufacturing
Manager: Full time
position with local company has an opening
for a sell-motivated
manufactunng manager. Out of the box
thinkers are encour•
aged to apply. lb be
successful in this tole
you will need to
demonstrate evertise
in protect management
as position will require
direct supervision or
several departrnents
Duties to include but
not whited to
Develop/implement/ad
minister
production/processing
methods and controls
to meet quality stendards in most cost efficient manner in a local
manufacturing facility.
trivisatioates
and
resolves
work-inprocess problems.
Insure the ecottomical
use of labor, matenal.
supplies, machlnes.
ano equipment.
Recommend
and
implement improvemerits and/or modifications in sequence of
operations, equipment
utilization and related
matters.
Monitor assigned open
aborts 10 tIferluft CO.,)
dunce with ripproved
methods and Standeeds.
Handle project man
agement activities tor
existing and future
protects which includes
conc•ptualizing

io.ororici to hire per
salts) wtth experience
in residential end commercial building Clued
State
Builders
(270)978-1380
SUMMER
grounds
keeper. 30 hours pee
week for mowing. trine
mIng, pool care. end
burning brush and
trees Self motivated
able to operate farm
equipment, chair saws
etc. Good references
Start at $8.00 an hour
Cali (270)436-2798.
9-00am-5.000prn
MARKETING
Pleasant voices nowed for easy phone
work No selling.
Immediate full/pad
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Cali 762-9912
NEED full-time help
Start immediately No
experience necessary
Will train Hourly plus
bcouses.
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Fairdealing.
OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits. Horne
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CM,with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
SKILLED sheet metal
and HVAC mechanics
Pay sr-ale from $1800538 00 per hour Send
resume to P0 Box
1040-H, Murray KY
42071
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1
newt at KY/TN
itsiiycma berearet
3616.----$70.911
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I 1 yt-SL116.19
Check
1

Money Order

Visa

Name

I fit. Address
I city
I
I State
I
Daytune'
Pb,_

zip
_

Mail this coupon with payment to:
lodger & Thom
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
o call 12701 753-1910

Murray

e

TANGLE WOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive Murray. KY 42071
Immediately Available:

Nip Worried
design, schedules, and
status reports
Work in conjunction
Human
with
Resources
Supervise and coordinate the formal and
informal progressive
training of subcrdi
nines.
of
TS
Knowledge
16949 required.
of
Knowledge
OSHA/TOSHA regulations required,
Assist Chief Operating
Officer in setting manpower requirements
peel woe.
Ideal applicant will
have 10 years of progressive manufacturing 'experience preferred. BS degree in a
technical field related
engineering
to
required. Competitive
wage and benefit packcommensurate
age
with expenence.
your
Please send
resume to the following
address:
Attention:
Resources
Human
Manager
230 B Tyson Avenue
Suite 324
Paris, IN 38242

2 Bedroom
B
$4
$43
95
4
3Bedroomel 3 Bedroom - based on income
Section 8 vouchers
all apartmentsaceptdOR

BUYING old US Coin
collections. Paying
Blue Book waken. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

Aids
Fat Sea
1 Down r-cart, 5hp
Briggs engine, $200
978-1313 after 3pm.
12X24 lofted, storage
building with front
new
porch,
like
S3,500. (270)492-8222
-(270)293-2531
Wioliaay Barbie's
as, $250. Chine
:Cabinet, $75
Old
'dresser, $75 227.3913.
40' round glass top.
be; height table with 4
chairs Can (270)7594890.

NO TOlovasions
.Come by Olympic
.Plaza to see our soiecion al HD televisions
-Rat *croon Plasma
LCDs. Roar Protection
deer LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi 6 Sony. We
11IPAS•large selection
•di antalaInmant cen•
:lora & TV carts,
.Iiimainy Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
KR.- Keith's Lawn and
Parts and
Tractor
Service 759-9831
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
-FREE DVR or HD
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HO programming
w/HD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo $5.00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
Sleeper sofa, very
clean $50 753-3317
SNAPPER Hydro OHV
riding lawn mower.
14 5HP. 38in. cut .
electric start. serviced
in fall, looks new. $550
'67-1677

I

FOR SALE
PRICE REDUCED!

14FT. Jon Boat with 20hp Johnson
home decor, new size 7 prom dresses

270-804-0850. TTYs 0-6441-6056

clothing, toys & so much more!

,

Brand

new brick home 2,546 sq. ft. under

roof, 3 bedrooms - 2 1/2 baths, large
custom kitchen with stainless appliances,
hardwood floors, 9 ft. ceilings, 2 large
porches with attached patio. 2 car garage

6 FAMILY YARD SALE
CORNER OF 641 &
TOM TAYLOR RD.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00-3:00
2 TV's, 2 entertainment centers,
furniture, home decor, farm wagon.
light fixtures, iots of clothes- men,

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Cential Dem and Air
Accepting Applications

with concrete drive, underground utilities,
city water, just minutes from town in
121 South off Neale Trail
(270)436-5701 (270)293-6458

OPEN HOUSE I
Friday, April 4th •3 - 6pm.

1181MMIEIS Runt
LARGE
'SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD 1(151W'.

(270) 753 1713
WE HAVE
MOVED
WARD El KINS
(,Oh If
/

Cherry dinning room
table with 6 chairs,
china cabinet to match.
Entertainment center
with two matching ond
tables and coffee labia.
Cherry round table. 25
inch Sanyo, works
great with remote 13
inch t.v., ac/dc, with
remote. 293-2496.

Need furniture?
MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main
761-7653
Medium
blue/green
sectional eon. with 2
recliners and queen
size bed, very wee
concatioe. $350. 4366275 after 5pm.

FOR SALE 25 HP
Shibeura, dere Tractor
NO PTO, good grading
hector. 5' disk, $500. 5'
anise mower, $500. 5'
bushhog, $400. 4' tiller.
$800
(270)978-0543
or
(270)436-5277 after
8Prn:
JD 600 Hiboys $3,500.
JO 6000 Hicycles
$7,500.(502)550-4060

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a max
sage. 270-753-1970
1 OR 25i apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1&2 BR ads, 1-year
lease: ifIR $350.00
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753.7559
1-BR
APPLIANCES
Inducted. Partial utilities paid. $300 per mo.
752-0458
1BR, 411-1/2 S. 8th
St.. $265/mo 800711ty. 474-2520
2
BR
duplex.
washer/dryer. C/H/A
1.2, 3 BR apartments.
753-0606
753-1252
761-3694
2 BR, 2 BA,
Wahser/Dryer furnished, cable & water
pd. $550 per mo, 7591509 753-2225
2-BR duplex apartment, C/H/A, W/D, furnished and lawn rneint.
No pets, 1 yr lease
$450/mo-F$350deposit.
304E1 S 6th. Call
(515)907-4955.
2BR duplex, 213
-A
—.
garage No pets, 7537457 or 227-3054.
2BR duplex, nice.
CM/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BRA 38R apartments
available Great 10Ca•
bon, I year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR tovmhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets. Includes
washer/dryer,
oven/stove, dishwasher and refngerator
C/H/A. Utilities not
included_ Meadowlark
Townhouses
(270)348-0458
38484I. 28A available
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9896

0898

Moss Far Sub
UOUNDATION Salo
All 2008 Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deals.
Save
Only 4 tett
Thousands!? CO now
731-584-9429
—*Owner lirsence***
16x80 2 BR, 2 BA
$2.950 down, $435 per
mo 55 Jessica Ln,
Bonnie
Byerly,
Principal Broker 7520729
1963 Fairmont 14x70,
3 BR 1.5 BA, LB pull
out. Riviera ct 51. 7530250, 703-5804. leave
message
2000 Legend 16x82,
38R. 28A, like new,
(270)489-2525
2006 Northern Built
16x72 Fleetwood 20R.
with huge 10'x 14' front
porch Shingle roof,
vinyl siding, simulated
brick skirting. Priced at
$29,900, with $1,600
down. $292 monthly
Located in Hardin.
moved
Must
be
(270)527-1451 ask for
Donna.
Glen or
93
Fleehvecid
16x80
Reflections
home.
mobile
38Re28A. All appliances included, porches and carport. Serious
inquiries only. $14.000,
(270) 227-0379

3 BA 1.5 BA duplex
appliances.
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom web washer and
dryer. Great location.
Pet and smoke free
includos
$40Orno
water. 226-8006
EXTRA nom large. like
new, 2BR, 2 Bath, we
carpet, appliances,
almost new. $595/mo
141043 Hiltwood 7533018
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica•
turns for 1 A 2hr units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
Phone'
accessible
492-8721
Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am TOO No
1-800-848-8056 Equal
Housing Opportunity_
NOW LEASING
1,28 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
9 vouchers
Apply at Mur Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
100 e1-800 648 6056

clothes, much more.

HUGE MOVING & OUT OF
BUSINESS YARD SALE
61 MEGAN DRIVE
TURN RIGHT 0 JEHVOAH
WITNESS CHURCH ON BAILEY RD.
3RD STREET ON LEFT.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
7:00AM-?
Decorating items, arrangements, pictures silverware,
pots A pans, kitchen stuff. clothes. dresser & mirror,
wicker furridure chandeliers & other lighting fixtures.
glass storm door floor tiles vacum cleaner, bedding.
letters and stuff from retail lot Oct

MOVING SALE
104 NORTH 14TH STREET
SATURDAY
7:00-?

Cornerstone Realty and Rental will be hosting
an open house at Dot 13 Jackson Acres located
on Shropshire Drive off of Locust Grove
Church Road in Murray, Kentucky. Come and
see this beautiful nee construction home!

400
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1521 BECKETT
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Auto equipment.
Yamaha 4
wheeler
clothes, glass ware
Too much to mention Something for
everyone

Computer ex, clothes, shoes- all
sizes, books, play-pen, furniture,
glass ware,air conditioner.
lawn mower, toys, rabbits, african
violets, all must go.

111121
CORTFORCL4 Prop For Rini

For iiste

, nonL1
OFFICE or retail space
smoking apt upstairs.
available. Prime locawater paid. available
tion. 753-2905, 293now. no pets
1480
5260/mo :_7_51-59810
VERY nice, large 1 BR,
all appliances. Smoke
free, no pets Deposit
$350 416 N 8th 489Miniature Doberman
2741
puppies. 6-wks. old,
$50. 474-9722
For Rent
1300 ablelitariCe.
436-2858.
28R, 1BA, house in
FARM
relied
country. C/G/A. appliPrembroke
Welsch
no
$500
ances.
Corgi,
Australian
Coleman RE 753-9898
Jack
Shepherd,
Russell Terriers, black
Toy Poodie. Wormed
and shots. Judy Turner
A& F Warehousing
( 6 1 8 4 99 - 1 28 2 .
Near MSU $20-50
(618)672-4778
753-7668
Toy Poodles (270)4892761,(270)519-4471.

i
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St lot 121S
Morroy KY 42071
2 70-753 5562

al RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units availAhln 753
2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Prea. For
COMMERCIAL waretouS0 space available
or rent/lease Apps
6.000 sq ft, 3 loading
docks, 2 over head
ground level doors
Robert
Contact
(272E61-6812

Stie

Small 281:1 $225. 753
6012

753-3853

MOVING SALE
609 ELM ST.

BIRCH WOOD
DRIVE

7:00-7
Furniture.

SATURDAY

men's, women's

7:00-12:00
Clothing,

and childeren's
clothing.

bikes, toys

GARGAE SALE
1965 RADIO RD
SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY
8:00-7
Kirby vacuum, large
oval poker table.
door with frame,
girls, boys, women s
and men's Clothing.
some name brand
lots of misc items

cue
to Spare!
1 BR, 25 BA
home on 15 acres
1800 Sq. Ft with
new hardwood floors,
carpet, apphances
Horse lairs potential
$159,000.00
wereauvepropertysolvers.com
Call
(270)
761-466

BY Owner- Brick 3BR,
2BA, new paint, carpet, full walkout basement. C/HiA, new well
pump, storm windows,
2 car garage. deck, 1
acre and with mature
trees, Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North.
$87,500. (270)7537549 or (586)764E477
3-bedroom, 1-bath,
1200/Sq-ft Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA,
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
$82,500. 615-804-

7444

YARD SALE
94 EAST
ACROSS FROM
CAFE
FRIDAY

Chidren's and
adult clothes, toys,
and tractor,

Calhoon

Gene

02 Chevy Z71 Quad
Cab 147K $8.400
00 Ford Lanet Quad
Cab $8,499
02 Rendezous $8,450
05 Equinox $9 789
02 Blazer $6,199
02 Grand Prix GT
$66.899
04 Tauras $5,999
Van
00
Montana
$5.299
C&K (270)705-5973
anytime.
vereteckmotorsky.com
1999 Jeep 4x4, Grand
Cherokee
limited.
(270)759$7.200.
1987.
490
third CeS

Corn mo
Remoc
Repairs,

Office:
Cell:

GIP

CiF

*Now Lowe
ellede Woe
•Fortilizing
•Ovorso•dii
noes(landscape

753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Services
100 N. Sth

2 BR, 1 BA- Tri City
$35,000- 761-4558

NEED

A VEHICLE?

,

MOW I F

270-753-4461
70S S 12th Street
Ftnanclon On
Selected Velvele,

Bran Rol
where er,e1
MUST sell immediately
due to job loss 2006
black Ford F-150,
4WD, loaded, low
5$ Sold SS
1997 Dodge Dakota
4X4, extended cab
with 175.xxx miles.
New Eras, runs good.
Call 293-7431 or 2937432 to see.
2002, 1500 Dodge
Ram Truck, dark gray,
11.000mi, like new
Schwinn
$10,500.
Bicycle, $150. 7530089.

ktil'll kl
Nliicht.11 I

-=0-41511
-; 53
I 1•I

I.''

'
-I

I I.

;

BRANDON'S Ou
service ,
Mowing. yard cle
up, shrubs, bush
ging, tilling, mulci
grading
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00 (270)4:
5277

I I
1.11.11 1 1 1
It lit I 11t1

CARPORT/YARD
SALE
641 NORTH TO
7
80E. 1/4 MILES
TO 464, TURN LEFT
ON 454. APPROX.
1MILE TO STOP
SIGN. HOUSE ON
LEFT.
SATURDAY
APRIL 5TH
7AM.?
RAIN OR SHINE.

RUMMAGE SALE
RELAY
FOR LIFE
MURRAY WOMEN'S
CLUBHOUSE
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
TEAM
704 VINE
SATURDAY
WOO-NOON
NO EARLY BIRDS
Household owns
griii smoker furniture
assorted cookbooks

TOBACCO ground
approx. 10.5 acres.
highly productive land,
water available dose
by. (270)489-2116

Murray Ledger & 'nines Fat
Howling Act Notict
All real rata& adsertrred heal
u rubkect to the Federal Fat
Housing Act, which makes 8
ll,'gal to advertise any peeler
enor, 'mutation
dircnrnina
taut Lured on race coioo. reli
pon. rex handicap lamdtal
tar or national °own or mien
pn.ter
non to make an,
ence. 'Im.tanon, or d nrnme
nmir.anon
St. tau,',bid
In the ule. rental or adrerturna
ol Ival err. hared on C'50 In'
addition to thore pnuetted
under tedrral
acorpt anv
ad..ertiring tor real ...tare whith
8. nor ,n ,,,,Si,,,, t+I rht. law All
',non, an beret`, mlortned
that all dwellinxi adverthied are
woulank. on an elual oppor,
nit,. Kul.
WI+ In,
For ho'11,1
ytt.re
met., tont, NAA

(7011MA-

NEW construction, just
finished 141 Blissful
View, Saratoga II Up
scale home. 4-BR, 2
BA.(270)804-1655

NICE, clean, 3 BR, 2
BA. country house.
Large trees 4mi west
Lynn
Grove.
of
382-2197,
$53.000
970-0555
PRICED below
appraisal! New
3br/2ba home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga It Call
1 949 689 5998

LOG CABIN
ONLY 169.900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Slips
Own the dream! Now
2128 st log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160,000
acre recreational lake!
Paved rd, u/g utus.
excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154, x 1766

Lao For Saki
57 acres on both sides
of Brooks Chapel Rd
Will sale in tracts, for
more info Call 270293-3382.

HOUSE
MOVING YARD
SALE
715 RIVER RD
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7-4PM
Lois of good
stuff.

Murray Led ger & Times
Classifieds 270-753-1916

$83.000 Olive Hamlet
Rd., Hardin. 28R.
1BA, beautiful country
setting, place for horses. newly remodeled
View pictures on for.
salebymener corn Call
(270)906-6923.
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, water,
front lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
Call
$248,500 00.
753-2905 or 293-8595

Silvered° Jet Boat. 20
454
Chevrolet
ft.
engine, blue. yellow
and orange flames.
$3,000.
293-1231

NEWLY
renovated
3BR, large den- could
30
be 4th BR. 2BA, brick [ Wilco Mead
ranch. living/dinning
room, stainless steel
appliances,
kitchen
11.&M
LAWN SeRVIC
new beautiful hardnew
floors,
wood
Mowing MatIll unng.
Italian tile bath. new
lands(aping
l eat I/aluminum
painted
freshly
C/H/A,
sersfastion guaranteed
walls, beautiful crown
molding, 2064 sq It,
753-1816 227-0611
fruit orchard, grape
Mowing
1
Lawn
arbor, garden area On
Lowest prices
apple 3 acres, 4mi
mulch, other
Calloway.
north
services also
$142,000. 753-1140,
Cell
227-8658
293-3750.

CALHOON'S--- Care & Asphalt
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161
PARXSIDF
CARWAS
Mid
otaig at it'd
anditnicks
av ailab
i2701970.7

Hill Electrial
Since 1986

24 Noun NUMMI
Res.. Corn.. & Ind. !
Licensed & Insured I
All jobs -big or small!

75 -95 2 ,J
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured

CATHY'S
Wallpaper log.
Painting. Cleanint
270- 227-6606 72
498-8904

:2- III 4)
ItS. II, ii I

436-5141

A-AFFOWDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.

2005 Electric Glide
Classic, silver. 1,300
miles $20.000 2931231

USED TIRES
1.4 15 16 in&
Starting at S20

7:00-5:00

Nice 2 8R trailer, tic
pets 753-9866.

Infant s boy's
clothes, powerwheels 4-wheeler,
hunting items, toys,
household items,
tools and much
more

SATURDAY

YARD SALE
3 MILES 121
SOUTH, TURN
LEFT ON
APPLE WOOD
ROAD 1MILE
ON RIGHT.
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
8:00-.1:80

"OWNER FiNANCE"
No credit check, pn
vale 3tied, 2bath home
in secluded area near
lake. Recently remodeled including paint,
updated electncal &
127
plumbing
Tearose, Hamlin, KY
$4.900 Down, $595
mo. Call Ruth 7532222
2BR, 1 BA home in
county. $50,000- 7614289

House 205 N 6th St.
repairs.
Needs
(270)559-4010.
YARD/BAKE SALE
TO SUPPORT
SUGAR CREEK
BAPTIST YOUTH
MISSION
ACTIVITIES.
OLD CITY PARK
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Clothes. household
derns, furniture,
much more

eaty *Was

Saturday

AND SUNDAY

and sand box.

MULTI-FALILY
YARD SALE
810 WHITNELL
SATURDAY
6:00-12:00
Toys, plus
size clothes,
chidren's
clothes, furniture
and much more!

7:00 a.m. Ill ?.

109

AND SATURDAY

'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

Yard Sale:
1667 Irvin Cobb
Road

YARD SALE

TAKE ME BACK

NAM

YARD SALE
1610
BELMONT DR.
SATURDAY
8:00-2:00
Karaoke machine,
sports cards.
collectibles, mans,
girls/women clothes,
household items,
games, school
supplies, toys, crafts
and sewing patterns.

Red Si*

M

For Sib

Summer-Held Estates

women, Jr's, formals, infant boy

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Boomed

SCRAP
CARS
, I 'it,. Pi:Us

Murray Ledger & Times

motor, large area rug, recliner, lots of

Some reatriedaas apply
Call Joy for details. 270-762-1044 or

We sell new & used
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

HUGE 3-FAMILY YARD SALE
1303 Hillwood Dr
Behind Napa Auto Parts
Saturday 7-12
293-1408

animal print decor, bedding and Curtains,
nice ladles, men's and children's

I2 7017 SI 1 7 1 I

ANTIOLIES, Cali Larry
753-3633

C2,1
Nagar

• Fret Cable • Washer. Dryer, Range, Dishwasher. &
Reingerwor Provided • All Electm • Capri & Ceramic
Tile • Central Heat & At,• Paw/Deck

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience 270759.9553

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Murray Ledge

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Friday, April 4, 2008

mounted

Call 753-3606
tow walls
2008 Chevy Tahoe
171, 9.000 miles. slice
condtion
excellent
$42,000. (270)205
0747.
1999 Ford Explorer
Sport 2 door. 4W0,
127krni., good condition. Also LWB truck
topper. Call (270)4355441
nights,
(270)2931575 days

A 1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044.
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Torte-up specials
Free pick, up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL around house
washing. Houses, concrete, brick, vinyl.
decks and fences and
more. 873-2263
•
ALL Carpentry. reinc-i;d1.
cling, additions, suni:
rooms. decks, mobile:
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors Larre
Nimmo 227-0587 753:
0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
COMPUTER
problems. call Fred 436;
2334
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
"or Painting, siding,
roofs, decks
293-5438

FUTRELL'S Tr
Service
trimming,
ran
stump grinding,
wood Insured
2839

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

GINGLES
GRASS CO.
*New lows Coastrettlen
*Blade Work
*fertilizing
•Overseeding
aAeretlen
We rIodic**tainienanas residential and commerced

redevaieral
asieltai
12
2770M
METAL ROOFS

MOWING and trimming, reliable, scheduled. Steven 767-9178
MULCH, double grade.
We deliver
(270) 519-0442

MOWING be LANDSCAPING

N E
Handyman SerVineS.
All remodeling,
No job too
Free estimates,
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

01111110
Brian Robertson I 270.293.6622
where excellence 0 measured the vard

f uid

\

,luIl\ I
Itrus.
pd,i11,4
-:
0)-05111
-33-4 537'

NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng "Decks
'Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(27(4978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstructionnet

/
4,
. I ,R 1N 11
kSI'll k1.1
r.1, III':
‘
A, 11.111iIIIL

't
2711-753-227').
. •
ill\N

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing. yard cleanup, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading.
C-(270)978-0543
after 6:00(270)4365277

270-293-5624
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
(270)293-1924
V-.11
II \II
•\(.1 \II \I

11,111,11m;
ile
.\ Mai
3301 St. RtA2IN
753-8087
CALHOON'S Lawn
Care 8 Asphalt Seco
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161
PaRkSIDE
CANWASH
t101

: at:no at 512 50 en
us .4111i•tnick,

1014nlavallahle
1270I970•71t6 '

Carpet I'Floor s
Ow Mows ego.
Solo& isselalkiso
Ways ssmea awls
- CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904

FUTRELI'S Tree
Service
rimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

JOE'S JOBS

Land Between the Lake's Spring
Wildflower weekend set for April 12-13
GOLDEN POND, KY - how wildflowers were used by and Wildlife Hike - Hematite
Come celebrate spring and enjoy our ancestors, and learn how to Lake Trailhead
the beautiful, blooming wild- add native wildflowers to your
Sunday,April 13
flowers during Land Between own backyard. Please enjoy the
10
- 4 p.111. - Plant
The Lakes (LBL) Spring sights, but do not pick any flow- Native Wildflower Sale -Wildflower Weekend.
ers - leave them for others to Nature Station
Discover r weekend of wild- enjoy now and in the future! "If
Ila.m. -2 p.m. - Spring Wild
flowers at Woodlands Nature you are interested in wildflow- Edibles - The Homeplace
The ers, you do not want to miss this
1 p.m. - Green Woodworking
Station
(NS) and
Homeplace (HP) with guided weekend at LBL," commented - The Homeplace
programs
walks, informative
Mary Schmidt, LBL Interpreter.
1-2 p.m. - Wildflower Hike
and demonstrations, and other "The variety of programs makes for Kids - Nature Station
wildflower related activities. it a great experience for the
2:30 - 4:30 p.m. Invited Artist, Judy Black, will whole family."
Wildflowers and Wildlife Hike demonstrate the basic techThe weekend's activities Hematite Lake Traiihead
niques of painting wildflowers include:
1-4 p.m. - Wildflowers on the
Bed - The Homeplace
on Saturday at The Homeplace;
Saturday, April 12
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. - Plant
you can try your hand at drawing
one of your own, too. Pick up Native! Wildflower Sale thc wildflower discovery walk- Nature Station
ing and driving tour brochure at
10 a.m. - 12 p.m.; 1-4 p.m.
one a our facility gift shops or Wildflowers on Canvas - The
welcome stations and visit Sonic Homeplace
10 a.m. - 12 p.m. - Roadside
of LBL's spring wildflower
hotspots.
Stroll - Golden Pond Visitor
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
The weekend features Dr. Center
Edward Chester, Professor of
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. - Folk Kentucky Horse Council recently awarded six $250 grants
Biology at Austin Peay State Medicine - The Homeplace
University. Dr. Chester will lead
10 a.m - 12:30 p.m ; 1:30 - 4 to 4-H Horse Clubs throughtwo wildflower walks along p.m. - Dr. Chester's Wildflowers out Kentucky. The grants provide Horse Learning LaboraBear Creek on Saturday at 10 Walk - South Welcome Station
I la.m. & 3 p.m. - Crafty tory kits and other equine edua.m. and 1:30 p.m. The wildflower walks are each limited to Stepping Stones - Nature cational materials to support 4H Horse Bowl participants.
the first 25 participants, with Station
4-H club members in Bulsign up beginning one hour
1.p.m. 'Pryor Creek Creep litt, Calloway, Fayette, Oldbefore the program. Meet at The Homeplace
1 p.m. - Gardening for ham, Washington, and Scott
South Welcome Station parking
Hummingbirds & Butterflies - counties are utilizing the new
lot.
learning tools as they prepare
Spring wildflowers offer Nature Station
I - 4 p.m. - Wildflowers on for upcoming competitions
some of the most spectacular
which will test their knowlblooms. Explore some of LBL's the Bed -- The Homeplace
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. - Wildflowers edge of horse anatomy, health,
best wildflower spots, discover

ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Dowd Gelemore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa 5 MaslerCar0 reacted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger &
Times conriders its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and comaenuke mentioned herein
are behoved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor.
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activitiesTRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
TROYER'S
Construction.
Pole
barns, shingles, metal
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-8884
VINYL/
VERTICAL
Siding installed. 7539440
WILL
clean
houses/offices. Very
reasonable. Have references 753-0649

care, and more.
"The council is committed
to educating the next generation of horse owners," commented board president, Madelyn
Millard. "Supporting Kentucky
4-H Horse Clubs is a natural
dovetail for the work of the
Horse Council."
The council also offers scholarships to Kentucky students
and has newly developed youth
membership and programs. For
more information about Youth
programs and the Kentucky
Horse Council visit www.kentuckyhorse.ory

minnow
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, April 5, 2408:
For every action, there is a reaction. Your life this year could be
a study in this very theory. You
could make waves. Claim your
power, allowing many more
opportunities to head in your
direction. Realize when you
have had enough of a situation,
and walk away from it graceful.
ly. Often, there could be hard
words or difficult situations if
you don't claim your power. A
move or change in your domestic environment is possible. If
you are single, your magnetism
remeins high, creating quite a
portfolio of admirers. If you are
attached, be slightly less me-oriented. A fellow ARIES reads
you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so,
1 -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You are a power
among your immediate fnends
nght now. Act like one and you
might be amazed at what you
can bypass. Is a family member
'33-4 ;44 •
a touch irritated/ You can
change that too if you don a
smile. Tonight: As you .ike.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Speaking your mind might
not always be your style. Much is
Will MOST-1 going on behind the scenes. You
could take matters or statements
*Yards
the wrong way and overreact.
•Cieso gutters Yes, you are sensitive, and perIi \
haps overly so. Know when to
Pressure w
I I‘\\ I \VI
back off. Tonight. Do your thing.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
2274)329
--*-*** Reach out for someone
TEA
Tree you care about. You might want
Service
Free
estito look at your desires.
'.ii 4 mates. Phone 436- Investigate what you want with
,r111-97%-'2,10'•
2562. 227-0267
an eye to bringing fnends togatti\\Neilti
or. Stay goal-directed Know
Need help
I \\\ \ I. \I'll
what you want, and you'll get
Preiniainv, your
there. Tonight. A new fnend could
•99raying Oakes &
arrive on the scene
Dandelion •Lheieg
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Ca u we id be *** Take a chance and make a
•Ferdklag
gled to help.
statement. Others can only say
(270)437-4407
yes or no. Bolster yoursetl and
get past fear or a need to have
LAWN alogitrig7Fralf
Nun?! Wily
ewer:0166i.
YOU friii$11 be Surestimates Call Craig
& floss
prised at what a softer, more carFox at 270-492-8156,
ing attitude draws Tonight A
270-293-0034
270-753-1916
must appearance.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Reach out for those at
a distance On the same level,
reach out for different types of
thinking. You could be selfdestructive If you're not careful
What are you going to do with
anger or frustration? Consider
options openly. Tonight. In the
whirlwind of living.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Work with others more
directly, and you'll see what you
might not have before. A friendship could develop to a new
plateau, if you allow. A male
fnend could be more of an irritant
than a plus. Think positively
Tonight: Say yes.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others suddenly see you
in a new light You also might not
want to push too hard. An
authority figure is demanding,
but a different approach might be
more effective. Someone is so
caring, you could be taken
aback. Tonight- Yes Is the only
way.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211

L

Some special programs have
additional costs, may require
reservations, or only a limited
nurrber can participate. General
admission prices for The
Homeplace and Nature Station
are $4 for ages 13 & up, $2 for
ages 5-12, and 4 St under are
free. Call 270-924-2020 for
additional information, reservations, and special program costs.
Additional 113L information
is also available on our ivebsite
or by calling 1-8(10-LBL-7077
or 270-924-2000. You can find
out more about Friends of LBL
at wwwinendsoflbLorg.

Ky. Horse Council
awards six grants

270-293-9716

t ern Greeizi,
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*** Do rather than indulge this
morning. You can accomplish an
amazing amount, though somehow you coula also include plans
for a retreat or vacation.
Someone might be pushing you
harder than you would like
Tonight: Take it easy.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Allow your imagination
to let loose. You will find that
when challenged, the natural
solution brews forward. How nice
is that,You often feel pressured
to produce more than need be.
This is your natural self Tonight:
Share more.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 14)
*** You come from a place of
centering or understanding.
Investigate options that surround
your personal or family life If you
want to move forward, do just
that. You might be overwhelmed
by a partner and his or her mood.
Tonight: You don't have to go far.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Make calls. Return
messages as quickly as possible. Above all, do not forget to
make some great plans for this
afternoon Information comes in
your direction. Recognizing an
opportunity is easy; jumping on it
could be another story Tonight.
Talk up a storm
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Impulsiveness earmarks
your decisions, especially when
wanting to please someone. You
might want to rethink an attitude
or try something differently. Use
care if a risk is implied.
Understand the ramifications
more clearly. Do more than in the
past Tonight: Make no quick
decisions.
BORN TODAY
Actor Gregory Peck (1916), actor
Spencer Tracy (1900)
***
Jacqueline Diger Is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.lacquelinetilgar.com.

Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Murray City
Schools for the week of April 7-11 have been released by
Bridget laszenko, food service director. Calloway County
Schools will not be in session because of spnng break, according to Pat Lane, food service director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of food, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Elementary- Breakfast (cereal, toast, juice and milk served
daily) Monday breakfast pizza; Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - French toast sticks; Thursday - yogurt, graham
cracker, Friday - cereal bar Lunch (canned r trash vegetables. canned or fresh fruit and low fat milk served day) Monday - hamburger on Dun. gnlled cheese sandwich. Oven
fnes. Tuesday - mini corn dogs, turkey wrap, baked beans;Wednesday - chicken nuggets with roll, BBO ribette on Bun:
Thursday - spaghetti w/gartic bread, Chuckwagon on bee,
Friday - fish and mac combo, grilled chicken on bun
•Mtddle - Breakfast (toast, cereal and milk served daily)
Monday
breakfast pizza, Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - French toast sticia, Thursday - yogurt, graham
cracker. Friday rarne1 her Lunch reasoned voqntableS, chef
salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday - hamburger on
bun. grilled cheese sandwich: Tuesday • mini corn dogs.
turkey wrap. Wednesday chicken nuggets whoa, @BO rubella
on bun. Thursday - spaghetti wigarlic bread. Chuckwagon or.
bun, Friday - coney clog, grilled chicken on bun.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal, juice arid milk served daily)
Monday - scrambled eggs, bacon pizza; Tuesday - biscuit
and gravy: Wednesday - blueberry muffin; Thursday • sausage
biscuit. Friday - French tr.ast sticks Lunch (hamburger, cheeseburger. pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh
fruit and low tat milk served daily) Monday - ravioli, cornbread muffin, turkey wrap, Tuesday spicy cilicken on bun,
chef salad with dressing. crackers, Wednesday - steak nuggets,
tuna salmi plate, Thursday - burrito w/cheese chef salad
widressing, crackers: Friday - hot ham and cheese. 13/30
ribene sandwich

You're Ribbing Me!
Fire up
the
grill
between the
rain
for
some good
old fashion
tit
BBO Ribs.
This time of
the
year
people are
asking me
cook
Tried & True to
some 880
Recipes for
them,
By Mr Morn - especially
Mark Anderson my family
and fnends. I will not give
all of my secrets, but here
are some of our favorites.
Mr. Mom's Ribs
2 (about 4 pounds each)
slabs beef spareribs
2 (about 3 pounds each)
slabs pork spareribs
2 cups your favorite 680
Dry Rub
Mr. Mom's BBO Sauce,
recipe follows
For the ribs:
Rinse and dry ribs Place
on a clean cutting board and
pt!) off the membrane. the thin
fatty skin that lines the under.
side of the ribs Trim the ribs

of excess fat and meat Liberally season both sides of
the ribs with 114 to 1/2 cup
of Your Favonte BBO Rub
Wrap nbs and retngerate tor
at least 8 hours so flavors
can permeate
Preheat grill to 250 degrees
F using hickory and charcoal
Use indirect heat (push the
coals and chops to one side
of the grill)
Place ribs meatier side down
on the grill away from the
flame Cook beef 2 hours Turn
and cook for 45 minutes more,
or until the ribs 'bend' and
the meat easily separates from
the bone using a fork. Cook
the pork ribs 3 hours Turn
and cook another hour, or until
ribs bend, Remove from grill.
For dry ribs: Sprinkle extra
Rub BBO seasoning over ribs,
cut bones and serve
Mr. Mom's BBO Sauce
2 cups ketchup
1 cup honey
1/2 cup apple cider vinegar
5 tablespoons light brown
sugar
5 tablespoons sugar
1/2 tablespoon fresh ground
black pepper

1/2 tablespoon onion powder
1/2 tablespoon ground mustard
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon Worcestershire
Sauce
In a large saucepan, combine all ingredients Bring mixture to a boil, reduce heat to
simnier Cooked uncovered,
stirring frequently, for 2 hours.
Mr. Mom's Dry Rub:
1 1/2 cups paprika
3/4 cup brown sugar
3 3/4 tablespoons onion
powder
1/4 cup Garlic powder
I 1/2 tablespoons Cajun
spice
1/2 tablespoons cayenne
pepper
Add all ingredients to a
bowl and stir until combined
Keep in an airtight container
for up to 6 months.
I hope you willshare some
of your recipes with our readers, so please email us at
mrmommurrayObellsouth.net
or write Mr. MOM at Murray
Ledger 8 Times today. Don't
forget what my daughter said
That's a keeper"

COMICS/ FEATURES
Woman questions her future
with man clinging to his past
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LookingBack
is teacher of the class
II years ago
Published is a picture of mem40 year' ago
bers of Calloway County DetenTornadoes hit Calloway Countion Center Work Program clean- ty last eight and early this morning Bowman Cemetery on North ing with two persons. Douglas
4th Street. The work was part of and Shirley Ladd, who lived east
an effort by the Conununity of Dexter, killed in the storm.
Improvement Volunteers Commit- From the storm, three persons
tee ut the Murray-Calloway Coun- were hospitalized, II persons treatty Chamber of Commerce.
ed at the hospital, 24 houses damPatrolman David A. Howe of aged, and eight trailers damaged
Murray Police Department gradu- and destroyed. Published are picated from pollee academy train- tures of scenes of the destruction
ing at Eastern Kentucky Univer- taken by Staff Photographer Ed
sity, Richmond
Collie
Births reported include a boy
Res Leon Winchester will be
to Michelle and William Sturm the speaker at a revival meeting
and a girl to Connie and Danny at Hazel Baptist Church, scheduled to start April 7.
Dolock, April I.
20 years ago
50 years AR0
The J.B. Hayes Construction
Published is a picture of Blandon Gosnell and his family look- Company of Paris, Tenn., has won
the
Easter
eggs
he
received
the
bid for the widening and resuring over
at the WSJP Easter Egg Hunt on facing of 12.25 miles of highway
April- 2 at the Mocray-Calloway from
Tenn. to II...el.
Rev. Wendell H. Rone, pastor
County Park. Due to inclement
weather, the eggs with candy and of Memorial Baptist Church, will
a prize were handed out instead be the speaker at the 6 a.m. sunof letting the children hunt them. rise service on Easter Sunday,
The photo was by Staff Photog- April 6. at Elm Grove Baptist
rapher Scott Wilson.
Church
Births reported include a girl
Recent births reported at Murto Donna and Ted Francisco and ray Hospital Include a boy to Mr.
a boy to Debora and James Carter, and MIS. Austin Puckett.
60 years ago
April I.
30 years ago
Dr. Hugh McElrath, Murray
Published is a picture of new dentist, will he speaker at the
ofthers of the Distributive Edu- Kentucky State Dental Associacational Clubs of America (EDA) tion meeting in Louisville April
who are Donna Walker, president; 5-7. Other dentists from Murray
Debbie Blakely, vice president; attending will be Dr. Woodfin HutRenee McDougal, secretary; Gail son, Dr. A.H. Titsworth, Dr. A.D.
Jewell, treasurer; Lexie Turley, Wallace and Dr. A H. Kopperud.
Elected as officers of the Garhistorian. Beverly
McKinney.
reporter; Vickie Cunningham, den Department of the Murray
clean-op chairman.
Woman's Club for the 1948-49
New officers of the New Con- club yeas were Mrs. D.L. Divilcord Adult Farmer Class are Bob biss, president; Mrs. Robert Moyer,
Wilson, !insistent. Ike Allbritten. vice president; Mrs. Frank LittleVice president; Mac Coleman, sec- ton, treasurer; Mrs. Cannon Graretarydreasurer. Johnnie Stockdale ham, recording secretary.

TodulilliSten
Ry The Associated Preis
Today is Friday. April 4, the
95th day of 2008. There are 271
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On April 4, 1968, the Rev.
Martin Luther King Jr., 39, was
shot to death as he stood on a
balcony of the Lorraine Motel in
Memphis.Tenn.; the killing sparked
a wave of riots across the U.S.
(James Earl Ray later pleaded guilty
to assassinating King, then spent
the rest of his life claiming his
r4Air3y

tit tit

innocence and attempting to withdraw his guilty plea; he died in
prison in 1998.)
On this date:
In 1818. Congress decided the
United States flag would consist
of 13 red and white stripes and
20 stars, with a new star to be
added for every new state
In 1841, President William
Henry Harrison succumbed to
pneumonia one month after his
inaugural, becoming the first U.S.
chief executive to die in office.

5.

Dear Abby

DEAR BARI: Dadz can be
that way somettniez. Perhaps
yours is uying to prevent you
from making an "S' of yourself.

()nnoir (..)
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1 Lographics
4 Lingerie buy
7 Pierce
portrayer
11 .k
z
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13 Boathouse
gear
4 Do another
hitch (hyph )
15 Coarse sand
16 Decide
17 Hot water
'8 Junk food
20 Sew tooeely
.21 C,oach
22 Beauty peck
23 Provide enterdimmer* for
26 MOMS Or new
30 Shark warning
31 13811 00
32 SAL offering
33 Pond (Svelter
36 Bnght flower
38 Gamy
30 Work out
10 Take by force
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Swallowing problem
may be cancer

out the basement, he will clear
you out of his life is emotional blackmail.
Perhaps it's time to ask
yourself if this relationship is
a healthy one. Could the boxes
and the urn be symptoms of
a larger problem? If so, then
Gary should haul his ashes,
boxes and self elsewhere.
..•
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have a 20-year-old
nephew I'll call "Adam," who
Gary's adult sometimes lacks good judg.
children
ment. We have told him that
when he visits he should ask
have had the
opportunity before drinking our milk. The
to
take price of milk has gone skyboxes home, high, and we have a 7-yearbtu
never old who drinks a lot of it. We
By Abigail
do. When I
have haa to tighten our purse
Van Buren
asked him to strings and try to make a galclean things up, he responded lon last a week. When Adam
by saying he doesn't feel at conies over, he will drink two
home here and will start look- or three big glasses of it. Now,
ing for a place of his own.
instead of asking, he sneaks
For the most part, our rela- it when we're not looking.
tionsnip is a good one. I feel
His mother, "Faye,' is also
if he's ready to move on, he my best friend. While she was
visiting.
shouldn't have brought his past
Adam waited until we
here with him -- including the
went into the family room,
urn containing his late wife's then consumed more than half
ashes. Am I wrong to feel this of the gallon of milk we had
way? -- FEELING CROWD- just purchased. When we disED, CARLIN, NEV.
covered what had happened,
DEARFEELING
o s we called Adam on his cell
CROWDED: While all
us phone and told him we weren't
bring the "baggage" of past rela- happy about it. Faye overheard
tionships with us as we move the conversation.
through life, your friend has
When we saw her the next
done it in a literal sense. If day, she didn't seem too upset
he was concerned about your about it. But now that she's back
feelings, he could rent a stor- home in Florida, she hasn't
age unit -- but he hasn't. Telling returned any of my calls or
you that if you insist he clear e-mails. Could scolding Adam
about the milk have anything
to do with Faye's silence? -SOURED IN CONNECTICUT
In 1850, the city of Los Angeles was incorporated.
DEAR SOURED: If you
In 1887, Susanna Madora Salter
explained to Adam that you
became the first woman elected
and your husband are on a
maybe of an American communistrict budget, and that you didty: Argonia. Kan.
n't want him to drink the milk,
In 1945, during World War II.
then he was wrong to help
U.S. troops on Okinawa encounhimself to it. It is not unheard
tered the first significant resistance from Japanese forces at the
of for a parent to become
Machinato Line.
offended when someone scolds
In 1949, 12 nations, including
his or her child. That may be
the United States, signed the North
the reason you're getting the
Atlantic Treaty in Washington.
silent treatment. But no one
can answer that question for
sure other than Faye,
DEAR ABBY: I have been
in a relationship with "Gary"
for four years. His late wife
was his first and only relationship. When he moved in
with me, he brought so mans
boxes they filled my entire
basement. I want it cleared
out because
I don't feel
should
I
have to store
his past.

DEAR ABBY: I have a
very strict father. I respect
what he has to say, but I don't
like the fact that he won't let
me have a boyfriend. He thinks
all dudez are alike -- well,
most dudez at least. I need
that li'l bit of advice, pleeeezz.z.
Love always, BABI IN MILFORD, CONN.
1 .1
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DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 read
with interest • letter from a muter who had trouble swallowing. I
too had trouble swallowing pills
and received many suggestions. My
general-practice physician told me
to gargle with salt water. This
didn't help, so I consulted an earnose -and throat specialist. I-k looked
down
my
and
throat
right
knew
away I had
cancer on my
epiglottis (the
that
"lid"
the
closes
windpipe during swallowing to prevent
inhalation of
By
He
Dr. Peter Grin food).
confirmed lus
visual observation with a biopsy.
That was three years ago. I
underwent chemotherapy and radiation, and now my cancer is in
remission. It was detected early
so I was lucky.
Trouble swallowing can be
something serious and needs to
be checked by a specialist.
DEAR READER: Trouble
swallowing can be caused by cancer, as it was in your case. However, most situations have a benign
diagnosis. I agree with you that
difficulty swallowing, especially
if it is a new occurrence, should
be evaluated by a specialist. Thanks
for writing.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
never seen anything in your column about trembling, shaky hands.
It is very embarrassing to hold
a song book in church and have
it shake like a leaf. I would like
to know if there is a medication
for: this. I would appreciate any
suggestions you have,
DEAR READER: There are

Dr. Gott

several neurological disorders that
can cause the hands to shake.
Parkinson's disease, for example,
is a progressive disorder marked
by tremors, rigidity and other
abnormalities. Benign essential
tremor is a harmless shaking, usually of the hands or head Parkinson's generally has a "pill-rolling"
tremor that may disappear during
movement, while
intentional
benign essential tremor often
occurs only during purposeful
movement, such as writing.
I urge you to make an appointment with a neurologist, who will
examine and test you. He or she
can provide treatment options
based on the cause of your tremors
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report -Parkinson's
Disease."
DEAR Ult. GOrt-: I am Is
years Old. I don t units, smoke
or eat anything white. I am 5
feet 4 inches and weigh 172
pounds, but I should weigh 130.
I walk four hours a day.
I lost 21 pounds on the South
Beach diet. How can 1 lose that
last 40 pounds? My doctor says
I must eat 1,200 calories a day,
but I feel that is too much. I currently consume 800 calories a day
in an attempt to lose the extra
weight.
DEAR READER: You are not
taking in enough calories, and 1
fear that you may actually be
starving yourself and may be malnourished. Your diet may be detrimental to your health. This could
be why you have stopped losing
weight, Without proper nutrition,
your body will not properly metabolize what you do eat.
You should not be so concerned about your weight. At 75,
it will not make much difference
to your health. Stop the restrictive diet, consult with a nutritionist and get back to enjoying life,

Cutractlitidge
Test Your Play
I. You are declarer with the %Vest
hand at Six Hearts. North leads the
king of spades, taken by dununy's
ace. When you cash the A-K of
trumps, South turns up with the)- I(
9-8. How would you continue?
West
East
•
•A
AKQ7et
•
42
•
5
4.1(Q1
•A 8 7 6 4
•A 8 2
•Q111093
2. Nea are declarer with the West
hand at Four Spades. North leads the
Jook of elktbs and coolants* with Ma
ten, which you MT When you next
play the A-K ofspades. South shows
out on the record round Ilow would
you continue'?
West
Ease
•AKO1 2
•7 5 3
J6
Qll7
86 3 2
OAK()
•4
732
I. Your Rest macrame might he to
continue with the queen mid another
trump, planning So net the diamonds
later on and in that way avoid the risk
of a club finesse if the diamonds are
favorably divided.
However, there's a flaw in this
plan. Upon winning the jack of
trumps at trick five, South might put
you on the spot by returning a club.
You would then be faced with the
Tainorrer: Good

43 Songs
with a falsetto
46 Party thrower
47 — alai
48 Memorandum
50 Comes'
Miss Kett
51 Gore and Hit
52 Hard work
53 Greenish-blue
hue
54 NYC opera
house
55 Use a crowbar

Answer to Previous Puzzle
WON•ESPN
APSQ
Li
P
L
.
0M/N I
XIV
SAID
READS
DEFER
1 0
sP
i E
s RA=
DO
DEA1C01111FIANCE
YE
EL,1
CH
HA
SO
RF
FT AGO
DIVER
Y I E,
LAIR
DOT
TRUiE
LIES
AST I
GNU
EGG
LED
SKYS

DOWN
1 Fix,
as an election
2 Botches up
3 Potato packet
4 Amazon.00m
°Rodrigo
5 Knodcs fkrroly
6 Sculpture or
music
7 Naval tome
8 WIN.
sediments

critical decision of whether to
attempt the club finesse, or whether
to go up with the ace and rely
entirely or' a 3-2 diamond division.
You might make the wrong choice
and find yourself going down one.
To avoid this potential dilemma,
you should cash the queen of trumps
at trick four and next play the K-Q of
diamonds. If both opponents follow
suit, you can assure the slam by leading another trump, later discarding
two clubs on dummy's diamonds. If
Use 411iNueoule turn OW to he doedad
4-I and South has not trumped, you
can then hand him his trump trick
and hope the club finesse will succeed,
2. You can't afford to play the 01 of trumps at this point, since you
would be led with good diamond
tricks in your hand but no way to
cash them
To give yourself the hest chance,
play dummy's A-Is: ofdiamonds first,
hoping North did not start with a a:net-too or void If both defenders follow suit, discontinue diamonds and
cash the Q-1 of trumps, discarding
Stir queen of diamonds from dummy
on your last trump. This will allow
you to score five diamond tricks. If it
were to turn out that South had only
one diamond originally, you would
of course also cash the quoni of diamonds before drawing trumps.
management pays off.
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22 Trendy
23 Rudder's
pled)
24 Woody's ex
25 Kiel
conionobon
26 Shakespew
ean oath
27 Tonic partner
28 Hosp areas
29 Starfish arm
31 Chatty alien
34 Kind of scale
35 Over and over
36 Engine
housing
37 Double —
39 Floor support
40 Build an
appetite
41 F'Orri memory
42'Como —
ustecIT
43 Type of lock
44 Air show stunt
45 Commotion
47 Marmalade
alternative
49 Famous
cathedral town

